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Two major Federal programs evaluate equal employment
opportnity activities of any of the aticn's emFloyers: 41)
the title VII program authorized by t Civil ights Act f 1964
and administered y the Equal Eplcyrent Opportunity Comission
dnd tate and local fair employment ractice agencies; and (2)
th@ contract compliance program estatlisbed to carry cut
Executive Order 11246 administered by the Department of labor.
Findinqs/Conclusions: Many federal contractors have undergone
equal employment evaluations undec toth te title VII and the
contract compliance programs. About 501 of the contractors
evaluated were evaluated under oth programs; about half ofthose evaluated under both programs experienced overlap; and
dbout 0S had problems with duplicate reporting and aFerwork.
Factors which caused the evaluaticn cf the same contractors
under both proqraas iurded: dual juisdicticn, different
approaches and methoaologies used by tte two programs, ad a
concentration on firms with a large nusbe: of employees. As
presently operated, the title VII and contract copliance
prt rams have rsuited in: frustration among the people the
programs are designed to assist, inefficient use of the
Government's resources, discriminatory practices going urctecked
because any employers have not been evaluated under either
proqLam, and dissatiELaction and confusion among ccrtractorswhich have foste:d negative attitudes toward the Government's
equal employment opportunity eforts. BCEccmendaticns Te
Congress should ccnsolidate the title VII and the ccotract



compliance programs. (RS)



REPORT BY THE

Comptroller Generqj, i.'
OF THE UNITED STATES

Major Federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Programs For The Private
Sector Should Be Consolidated
The Chairman, House Subcommittee on
Equal Opportunities (now the House Sub-
committee on Employment Opportunities),
Committee on Education and Labor, re-
quested GAO to identify the extent of
overlapping enforcement of equal employ-
ment opportunity requirements.

Many Federal contractors are evaluated
under both the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission and the Department of
Labor. Some evaluations overlap and result
in

--duplicate paperwork and reporting,

-- inconsistent compliance determina-
tions, and

--contusion to contractors.

On the other hand, many other employers
have not been evaluated under either pro-
gram.

GAO believes consolidation of the two pro-
grams should minimize problems and in-
crease the effectiveness of the Federal
Government's efforts to achieve equal em-
ployment opportunity.
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COMPTOLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STAT
WASHINTON, D.C. =4

B-167015

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on Employment

Opportunities
Committee on Education and Laoor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

This report discusses the results of the review we
made pursuant to your October 20, 1976, request.

There are two major ederal equal employment oppor-
tunity prograr.s--the title VII program administered by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the contract
compliance program administered by the Department of Labor
and its designated compliance agencies. Our review leads
us to the conclusion tnat these two programs should be
consolidated.

As you know, the President recently announced Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 1 of 1978 which provides for consolidating
several equal employment opportunity functions in the Commis-
sion and implementing other reforms. However, the President
chose not to consolidate the title II and contract compliance
programs at this time; he indicated that by 1981 he would
reassess whether further reorganization of these two pro-
grams was necessazy.

We believe that our review discloses serious problems
of overlapping and inconsistency which are caused by the
division of management responsibility between the Commission
and the Department of Labor. We also believe that manage-
ment responsibility for these programs must be consolidated
if the problems discussed in this report are to be overcome.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly an-
nounce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribu-
tion of this report until 30 days from the date of the
report. At that time, we will send copies to interested
parties and make copies available to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

ACTING Comptroller General
of the United States



REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER MAJOR FEDERAL EQUAL
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

FOR hE PRIVATE SECTOR SHOULD
BE CGS,'0OLIDATED

DIGEST

Two major Federal programs evaluate equal
employment opportunity activities of
many of the Nation's employers.

-- The title VII program is authorized by the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and is adminis-
tered by the Equal Emplovnent Opportunity
Commission and designatea State and local
fair employment practice agencies.

-- The contract compliance program was estab-
lished to carry out Executive Order 11.246
and is administered by the Department
of Labor and its designated compliance
agencies.

Many Federal contractors u.nderwent equal
employment evaluations under both the title
VII and contract compliance programs. In
some cases, there were problems of overlap
and inconsistency in these evaluations.
GAO's analyses showed that:

-- About 50 percent of the Federal contractors
evaluated undeL the contrait compliance
program were also evaluated under the title
VII program. (See p. 7.)

-- About 5C percent of the contractors
evaluated under both programs experienced
overlap--i.e., some of the same employment
areas were evaluated under both programs.
(See p. 8.)

-- About 60 percent of the contractors
evaluated under both programs had problems
with duplicate reporting and paperwork.
(See p. 12.)
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-- Some contractors experienced problems
because of remedies imposed under the two
programs. For eample, contractors were
required to make commitments for improve-
ment based on title VI: evaluations
that were different from the required
commitments based on evaluations by the
contract compliance agencies. (See
p. 14.)

-- The equal employment opportunity posture
of many other Federal contractors and
private employers remains undetermined
because these ployers have not been
evaluated under either program. (See
p. 20.)

-- Memorandums of understanding between the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
and the Department of Labor intended to
provide a system for coordination and
avoidance of duplication have not been
effectively impiemented. The Equal
Employment Opportunity Coorlinating
Council, which was established to improve
interagency coordination, has not been
successful. (See pp. 30 to 32.)

Several factors caused the evaluation of
the same contractors under both programs:

-- The establishn,,nt of two programs with
equal employment opportunity jurisdic-
tion over the same employers. (See
p. 18.)

-- The different approaches followed by the
agencies to evaluate the equal employment
opportunity status of employers. Neither
program's approacil fully satisfies the
other program's requirements. (See
p. 18.)

-- The preference of each program to evaluate
large employers whose practices affect
large numbers of employees. (See p. 20.)

GAO believes that the title VII and contr t
compliance programs, as presently operated,
have resulted in
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-. frustLation among the very people the
programs are intended to assist--
minorities and women,

--inefficient use of the Government's avail-
able resources because both programs
have evaluated many of the same employers,

-- discriminatory practices going unchecked
because many employers have not been
evaluated under either program, and

-- dissatisfaction and confusion among con-
tractors which have fostered negative
attitudes toward the Government's
equal employment opportunity efforts.

GAO also found that overlap and inconsistency
problems resulted because of evaluations
made solely within the title VII or contract
compliance programs. or example, contractors
experienced overlap within the title VII ro-
gram because the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission reinvestigated charges resolved
by the State and local fair employment prac-
tice agencies. In most instances, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, after
reinvestigation, arrived at the same findings
as the State or local agency. (See . 22.)

Various proposals to consolidate or merge
the title VII and contract compliance pro-
grams have been made in the Congress and
by the Civil Rights Commission, and minori-
ties and women's special interest groups.
(See p. 34.)

In February 1978, the President announced
the Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, which
will transfer some equal employment programs
and functions from other Government agencies
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion However, the plan does not provide for
consolidating the contract compliance and
title VII programs. (See p. 40.)

Tear Sheet
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

GAO recommends that the Congress consoli-
date the title VII and contract compliance
programs. (See p. 42.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
agreed with the general thrust of this
report and said that to ultimately overcome
the problems of coordinating the title VII
and contract compliance efforts, every com-
ponent of Federal equal employment enforce-
ment should be coneolidated in a single
agency. The Commission stated that it
strongly believed that such a consolidation
must be in an agency whose sole maission is
to enforce eoual employment laws and regula-
tions. The Commission also (1) referred to
reforms implemented pursuant to Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 1 of 1978 and to other recent
or planned improvements in program adminis-
tration and (2) stated that these reforms
woula help in resolving the problems of in-
consistency and duplication discussed in
this report. (See p. 43.;

Labor generally disagreed with this re-
port and said that the contract compliance
program has many advantages over the title
VII program which would be jeopardized by
consolidating the programs. GAO agrees that
tne contract compliance program has some
advantages over the title VII program, but
does not agree that these advantages would
be jeopardized by consolidation. In
consolidating the two programs, the best
features of each program should be retained.
(See p. 44.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT'I'ON

Two maior Federal programs evaluate equal employment
opportunity activities of many of te Nation's employers:

--The title ;II program is authorized by the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (42 .S.C. 2000e) and is administered
by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
and designated State nd local fair employment
practice agencies.

--The contract compliance progra- was established co
carry out Executive Order ii4 and is administered
by the Department of r.boi and its designated compliance
agencies.

This report discusses problems associated with having two
Federal programs for eual employment opportunity evaluations
of the same employers.. We previously reported on certain
weaknesses and the need for improvement in the title VII
and contract compliance programs. (See app. I.)

In addition to these two programs, other ederal equal
employment opportunity programs, such a the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967 and tne Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
mandate nondiscrimination in the private sector. The title
VII and contract compliance programs will account for about
$112 million, or about 95 percent of the total Federal funding
of $118.4 nillion, for all equal employment opportunity pro-
grams affecting the private sector during fiscal year 1978.

In accordance with the request of the Subcommittee on
Equal Opportunities (now the Subcommittee on Employmnent
Opportunities), House Committee on Education and Labor,
our evaluation was primarily directed to the impact of
the title VII and contract compliance programs on those
private employers who are Federal ci-ractors. (See app.
II.) Our objectives were to deter e the extent to
which: (1) Fderal contractors hale been evaluated under
both programs, (2) duplication and overlap between the
two programs 'have occurred, and (3) problems of incon-
sistency and conflict have existed betwee- the programs.

TITLE VII PROGRAM

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which became
effective July 2, 1E65, prohibits employment discrimination
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on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin. It created and empowered EOC to seek out and
eliminate unlawful employment oractices by investgatinq dis-
cri'nination charges. The 1972 amendments to title VII author-
ized EEOC to (1) litigate cases where conciliation was un-
successful and (2) take action against employers believed to
be engaged in a pattern or practice of discrimination. The
1972 amendments extended EEOC's jurisdiction to virtually all
non-Federal employers with 15 or more employees, including
State and local governments, private firms, and educational
institutions. An estimated 70 million employees are covered
by title VII of the act. For fiscal year 1977, about $70.5
million and a staff of 2,584 positions were authorized for
EEOC.

An employment discrimination charge normally initiates
EEOC's investigation. Investigations of charges are usually
classified as individual or class (systemic). During inves-
tigations of individual charges, EOC normally limits its
inquiry to the allegations of the complainant. Durinoa nves-
tigations of class charges, the inquiry normally encompasses
alleged discrimination affecting a class or group of persons.At the time of our field work, investigations of class charges
originated with the filing of a charge by or on behalf of a
class of persons, or EEOC expanded an individual discrimination
charge to include other persons and like and related issues.

iRcently, the EEOC Chair, in reshaping EEOC's organiza-
tion, directed the Commission's 32 district offices to de-
emphasize the practice of expanding individual investigations
to include other persons and like and related issues. Addi-
tionally, pursuant to the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972, which amended section 707 of title VII, EEOC inves-
tigates suspected pattern or practice Discrimination by em-
ployers. These ivestigations re intended to have a far-
reaching impact and to influence the entire operation of an
employer or industry.

State and local governments whose fair employment prac-
tice laws ard enforcement agencies meet certain minimum
standaras may apply for approval to investi.qate and resolve
title VII charges and obtain funding from EEOC. If a State
or local entity has an EEOC-approved fair emplot,.ent prac-
tices agency and has jurisdiction, charges filed with EEOC
may be referred to that agency for handling for a period of
60 days. If the charge cannot be referred because there is
no approved State or local agency, or when the State or
local agency fails to reach an acceptable resolution of



the charge, the charge is normally investigated by 1 of the
32 EEOC district offices. An EEOC investigator may visit the
employer's place of business and interview employer officials,
the chargjing party, and coworkers; review employment records;
and analyze employee statistics to establish the facts. In--
formation may also be obtained through correspondence and
interrogatories without an onsite visit.

When reasonable cause is found to support a finding of
discrimination, EOC attempts to negotiate a remedy through
conciliation. When coniliation is successful, a conciliation
agreement sets forth () the relief to be g.anted to the charg-
ing party and (2) any other corrective actions required to
eliminate unlawful employment practices.

When conciliation fails, the case is referred to one of
the five EEOC regional litigation centers for possible litiga-
tion. However, EOC does not litigate most referred cases.
When EEOC does pursue litigation, employers may be required
to submit data on certain aspects of their operations and
employment policies in response to interrogatories. When EEOC
does not find reasonable cause, or elects not to pursue litiga-
tion, the charging party is advised of his/her right to litigate
the matter at his/her volition.

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

Executive Order 11246, ssued on September 24, 1965, and
amended on October 13, 1967, prohibits employment discrimination
by Federal contractors and subcontractors on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, o national origin. The order requires
Federal contractors and subcontractors to eliminate employment
discrimination and take affirmative action to provide equal
employment opportunity at all company facilities, including
those not working on a Federal contract.

Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
was assigned responsibility for directing and coordinating
the implementation of the order. At the time of our review,
16 Federal agencies were designated as compliance agencies,
with responsibility for enforcing the order and Lbor's
guidelines at an estimated 325,000 contractors, employing
about 30 million persons.

The contract compliance program is divided into two
segments--construction, and supply and service (or noncon-
structionj. EEOC makes few title VII investigations of Federal
construction contractors, thus the construction sc-ment was
not included in our review.
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The funding nd staffing of the contract compliance
program is shown below.

Fiscal year 1977
Con- Supply and

struction cervice Total
Staff Funds Staff Funds Staff -- Fiun

(000 (000 (000
omitted) omitted) omitted)

Labor 79 $ 2,643 49 $ 1,488 128 $ 4,131
Compliance

agencies 427 9,697 1,137 26,633 1L64 36,330

Total 506 $12,340 1,186 $28,121 1,692 $40,461

Ten of the 16 compliance agencies had responsibility for
reviewing supply and service contractors:

-- Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA).

-- Department of Agriculture.

--Department of Commerce.

-- Department of Defense (DOD).

-- Department of Health, ducation, and Welfare (EW).

--Department of the Interior.

-- Department of the Treasury.

-- Department of Transportation.

--General Serices Administration (GSA).

-- Veterans Administration (VA).

Labor generally assigns compliance agencies responsi-
bility for supply and service contractors in specified indus-
tries on the basis of standard industrial classification
codes irrespective of which Federal agency entered into the
contract. For example, DOD has been assigned 38 industries,
including aircraft and motor vehicle industries, and GSA has
been assigned 32 industries, including utilities and com-
munications.
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The 10 compliance agencies conducted about 12,300 supply
and service reviews during fiscal year 1977. Effective Octo-
ber 1, 1977, Labor reduced the number of supply and service
compliance agencies from 10 to 8 by transferring VA's
and Agriculture's assigned contractors to other compliance
agencies. Also, the compliance functions of ERDA were in-
corporated into the newly created Department of Energy.

Labor gui elines require each supply and service con-
tractor that hs 50 or more employees and a Federal contract
of $50,000 or ore to write an affirmative action program
(AAP) for each of its facilities. AAPs are intended to
achieve prompt and full utilization of minorities and.women
at all levels and in all segments of contractors' work forces
where deficiencies exist.

The compliance agencies conduct compliance reviews of
Federal contractors within the industries assigned to them.
Compliance reviews consist of evaluations during which the
compliance officer analyzes each aspect f the contractor's
employment policies, systems, practices, and employee sta-
tistics to determine adherence to the nondiscrimination and
affirmative action requirements.

When the review discloses that the contractor has (1) not
prepared a required AAP, (2) deviated substantially from its
approved AAP, or (3) created a progLamI which is unacceptable,
compliance agencies are required to pursue various enforcement
measures after first attempting conciliation to resolve the
deficiencies. If conciliation is unsuccessful, the agencies
are authorized to impose sanctions, including

-- recommending to the Department of Justice that appro-
priate proceedings be brought to enforce the Executive
order;

-- recommending to EEOC that an action be brought under
title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act;

-- canceling, terminating, or suspending any contract or
portion of any contract; and

-- debarring the contractor from further Government
contracts.
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SCOPE OF REVIEW

We interviewed EEOC, Labor, and selected compliance
agency officials; and reviewed policies, regulations, and
procedures at headquarters offices in Washington, D.C., and
field offices in Chicago, Illinois; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
and San Francisco, California. We interviewed officials of
the California Fair Employment Practice Commission, the Illinois
Fair Employment Practices Commission, the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Commission, and the Philadelphia Commission on
Human Reltions. We also obtained the views and opinions of
various special interest groups in the field of equal employ-
ment opportunity.

We conducted a nationwide questionnaire survey of Federal
contractors' experiences in complying with the requirements of
the title V1 and contract compliance programs. We analyzed
case fiscs associated with title VII and contract compliance
evalLations of selected Federal contractors in California,
Illinois. and Pennsylvania. The purpose of our case file
analysis was to obtain an insight into the nature and extent
of problems resulting from overlapping evaluations under the
two programs.

Our field work was conducted during the period No-
vember 1976 through October 1977. Our review was directed
primarily at the title VII program and the contract compli-
ance program activities of DOD, GSA, and ERDA, which per-
formed about 9,900 (or about 60 percent) of the estimated
12,300 reviews of supply and service contractors during
fiscal year 1977.
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CHAPTER 2

OVERLAP AND INCONSISTENC IN

THE TITLE VII AND CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS

Contractors doing business with the Government must comply
with the title VII and contract compliance programs. Many
contractors undergo equal employment opportunity evaluations
under both programs. In some cases, overlapping occurs in the
substance of the evaluations, i.e., one program's evaluation
partially or substantially duplicates the other program's
evaluation. There are also problems of reporting and paperwork
duplication, and inconsistency between the two programs. Al-
though both programs have concentrated substantial staff
resources on many of the same contractors, the equal employment
opportunity posture of many other contractors and private
employers remains undetermined.

Major factors causing these problems are

--the existence of two separate programs with similar
objectives and dual jurisdiction,

--the different approaches and methodoloqies used under
the two programs, and

-- the policy under bth rograms of giving priority to
evaluating employers witn large work forces.

Additionally, many contractors have experienced overlap-
ping or duplicative evaluations by EEOC and State or local
fair employment practice agencies under the title VII program.
In most cases, this overlap resultec from EEOC's reinvesciga-
tion of charges resolved by State and local fair employment
practice agencies. EEOC usually arrived at similar findings
as the State or local agency after reinvestigation. Within
the contract compliance program, problems of conflict and
inconsistency have occurred because of different standards

and procedures of the various Federal compliance agencies
evaluating supply and service contractors.

CONTRACTORS EVALUATED UNDER BOTH PROGRAMS

We conducted a nationwide study to assess the extent to
which Federal contractors were evaluated under the title VII
and contract compliance programs. We asked contractors to
provide data on evaluations conducted under the title VII and

contract compliance programs during calendar years 1974 through
1976.
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DOD, GSA, and ERDA evaluated 8,077 contractors during
fiscal year 1976. We sent questionnaires to a random sample
of 786 of those contractors and received usab.e responses
from 587 contractors, or about 75 percent. Although we are
not certain that the characteristics of nonresponding con-
tractors are the same as those who responded, we believe our
findings are representative of the perceptions of 5,978 con-
tractors--about 75 percent of the 8,077 contractors. (For
details on sample selection, see app. III, table 1.)

Based on the questionnaire results, we estimate that
3,015 (or about 50 percent) of these contractors were
evaluated under both programs during the 3-year period.
(See app. III, table 2.) Tne contractors evaluated under
both programs underwent an average of about three reviews
under the contract compliaice program and about 11 investiga-
tions under the title VII program (by EEOC and/or State or
local agencies) during the 3-year period.

In responding to our questionnaire, contractors evaluated
under both programs were requested to provide their views on

-- problems between the title VII and contract compliance
programs,

--problems within te title VII program, and

--problems within the contract compliance program.

PROBLEMS BETWEEN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Contractors identified several problem areas concerning
evaluations under the title VII and contract compliance
programs including overlapping evaluations, duplicative re-
porting and paperwork requirements, and inconsistencies
in remedies required by the agencies.

Overlapping evaluations

Our review showed that overlap in the substance of evalua-
tions did not occur every time an employeL was evaluated
under both programs. In some instances, the scope of the
evaluations and the employment areas evaluated under the two
pLograms resulted in minimal or no overlap. Based on question-
naire results, however, we estimate that about 1,494 (or
about 50 percent) of the 3,015 contractors evaluated under
both programs experienced overlap. (See app. III, table
3A.)
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Our analysis indicated that the overlap occurred as fol-
lows:

-- An estimated 582 contractors experienced overlap between
a compliance agency and EEOC only.

-- An estimated 364 contractors experienced overlap between
a compliance agency and a State or local fair employment
practice agency only.

--An estimated 548 contractors experienced overlap between
a compliance agency and both EEOC and State or local
fair employment practine agencies.

Contractors identified employee termination, hiring,
promotion, layoff, transfer, and compensation as those employ-
ment areas in which overlapping evaluations occurred most
frequently.

To obtain an insight into the nature and extent of overlap,
we analyzed the evaluations performed under the title VII and
contract compliance programs for 37 contractors--9 in California,
12 in Illinois, and 16 in Pennsylvania. The 37 contractors were
not selected on a statistical sample basis because the compliance
agencies, EEOC, and State and local agencies could not always
locate their files and records for our examination.

Our analyses showed that the incidence and extent of overlap
between the two programs generally depended upon the scope of
the title VII investigation. For 22 contractors, the overlap
was more significant because EEOC or the State or local agency
investigated class charges or broadened investigations of
individual charges into class issues. For 15 contractors, there
was minimal or no overlap because the title VII investigations
were limited to resolving individual charges.

Title VII investigations of class issues generally involved
assessments of one or more major employment areas. For example,
we noted that class issue investigations frequently included an
analysis of the race and sex of persons hired and promoted
in various jobs. Such analyses are similar to evaluations
normally performed under the contract compliance program.

The following examples are illustrative of the
overlapping evaluations by the two programs.

-- Between July 1973 and June 1976, a Pennsylvania
contractor employing about 880 employees was evaluated
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twice by DOD and once by EEOC. The initial DOD evaluation
began in January 1974 and was completed in August 1974.
The second DOD evaluation began in September 1973 and
was completed in March 1976. In 1971 EEOC began an
evaluation of an individual charge of demotion based
on race. Later in 1971, EEOC expanded the charge to
cover additional issues of suspected race discrimination
in promotion, wages, and training. EEOC's investi-
gation was concluded in May 1974. The DOD and EEOC evai-
uations overlapped in several areas. Both DOD and EEOC
analyzed contractor work force data by race; recruitment
and job advertising policies and practices; testing
procedures; promotion, transfer, and demotion policies
and statistics; compensation; and seniority systems.

--Another Pennsylvania contractor whose case files we
examined mployed about 4,800 employees. This contractor
had been evaluated by DOD between September and December
1973 and between September 1975 and March 1976. In each
instance, the contractor had prepared an AAP and was
found in compliance by DOD.

We identified 79 charges filed against this contractor
with EEOC or the State and city commissions, including
charges alleging race, religion, sex, and national origin
discrimination. We examined the files relating to five
charges investigated by EEOC, one charge investigated
by the State commission, and one charge investigated
by the city commission. We did not examine the files
relating to the remaining charges because the charges
were not investigated during the 3-year period covered
by our review, or the investigation files could not be
located by the agencies.

There was overlap between DOD's evaluations and charge
investigations by EEOC, and the State and city agencies.
For example, several evaluations by EEOC, the State. and
city agencies involved an analysis of data on race and
sex of employees by job classifications; persons hired,
terminated, and promoted; and the compensation of persons
by race and sex. These areas ere also examined by
DOD in its two evaluations. Also, we noted in this case
that at least nine other charges were consolidated into
a section 07 pattern and practice case against the
contractor by EEOC. Although EOC's attern and practice
investigation occurred subsequent to the 3-year time
frame covered by o.r review, the investigation is being
directed at suspected discrimination in many aspects
of the contractor's employment policies and practices.
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EEOC officials declined to make the files available
to us on this case because of the possibility of sub-
sequent litigation. However, it is likely that this
pattern and practice investigation will further over-
lap the DOD evaluations.

EEOC advised us that about 60 section 707 pattern and prac-
tice cases are in various stages of investigation nationwide.
These investigations are intended to have a far-reaching impact
and to influence the entire employment practices and policies
of large employers or industries.

Title VII investigations of individual charges, when not
expanded into class issues, normally involved little analysis
of employee statistics and concentrated on resolving the charge
through interviews with (1) witnesses, (2) the charging party,
and (3) the respcndent contractor. Such analysis, in our opin-
ion, generally did not significantly overlap the evaluations
performed by the contract compliance agencies, as illustrated
by the following example.

-- Between June 1975 and May 1976, an Illinois contractor
employing about 350 employees was evaluated once by
EEOC and once by GSA.

During the period June through September 1975, EEOC
investigated a charge of race and national oigin dis-
crimination related to the denial of insurance benefits.
EEOC gathered evidence, determined the employer's poli-
cies, assessed other similarly situated employees, and
concluded there was no reasonable cause to believe the
case involved discrimination.

During the period November 1975 through May 1976,
GSA made a full-scale review of the employer's hiring,
promotion, and employment policies; analyzed work force
statistics; found the employer in compliance with the
contract compliance program; and required affirmative
action commitments.

In this case, there was minimal overlap in that the
EEOC evaluation was limited to resolving the individual
charge, whereas the GSA evaluation was full-scope in
nature. GSA's files indicated the contractor's fringe
benefits policy was nondiscriminatory, but there was
no indication that GSA investigated the insurance bene-
fits granted or denied any specific individual.
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In respon:ding to our nationwide questionnaire, about 50
percent of tte contractors reviewed under both programs claimed
there was overlap between the programs. As previously stated,
our case file analysis of the 3' contractors reviewed under
the title VII and contract compliance programs showed that
22--about 59 percent--experienced significant overlap between
the two programs. Although the perceptions of contractors
as to the extent of overlap may differ somewhat from te
overlap that actually occurred, we believe that the high
percentages identified in our analysis combined with the ques-
tionnaire results provides a clear indication of the signifi-
cance of the problem.

Paperwork and reporting problems

In responding to our questionnaire, ne of the most
persistent and troublesome areas mentioned by contractors was
the paperwork and reporting requirements. We estimate that
1,820 (or about 60 percent) of the contractors evaluated under
both programs experienced moderate to very large duplication
in complying with the paperwork and reporting requirements
associated with the two programs. (See app. III, table 4.)
The preparation and submission of EEO-1 forms (Joint Labor--
EEOC Annual Report), AAPs, progress reports, and other reports
of work force statistical data were identified by contractors
as problem areas. Examples of various contractors' comments
follow.

"Workforce analysis entirely different: compliance
agency by particular job groups (within job
families)--EEOC by specific pay groups across
job groups (no relationship to job families)."

"Some agencies accept breakdown of plant-wide
work force by category (labor, semi-skilled, etc.)
while others require breakdown by job title, wage
structure, etc., for each specific department.
Additionally, the requirement of transporting data
as to number of people, job rate, duties, etc., to
bureau forms from existing published documents is
redundant and time cosumig."

"* * * [the present] uncoordinated and inefficient
system requires employers to spend great amounts of
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time compiling statistics and preparing reports for
a variety of agencies at all levels of government,
with high incidence of duplication of effort."

"Another area of concern is the fact that industry
generally prepares an affirmative action program
on a calendar year basis. Yet, EEO-1 reports are
required in May or April and compliance review
progress reports are due some other time of the
year. It seems that much effort can be sa-ed
if a single date were used for all such resorting
purposes."

"Workforce data required qarterly y State (fair
employment practices agency) is very complex. Jb
categories do not match EEO-1. GSA had completely
different but equally complex workforce analysis
format. As contractor and subcontractor in nearly
every State, the non-standardization of forms nearly
overwhelms us."

'Stite of Illinois [Fair Employment Practices Commis-
sifc] Annual * Report for preaualification
for public contracts, EEO-1 Annual Report, and
[Federal Communications Commission] form 395 request
basically te same data but with different formats,
or with different breakdown of employee statistics.
The [State] resort, however, requires greater detail
on employee statistics, as well as a great deal of
information not required on other reports."

Several contractors responding to the questionnaire stated
that the reporting and paperwork required in order to obtain
contracts from State and local governments was a burden. Dur-
ing our field work, we noted that California, Illinois, and
Pennsylvania, and the city of Philadelphia, maintained
small-scale contract compliance programs as part of their fair
employment practice agencies. The State and local contract
compliance programs require contractors to submit various data
similar to EEO-1 or AAP data and periodic progress reports
as prerequisites for obtaining State or local contracts.
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Report of the Commission
on Federal Paperwork

In April 1977, the Comuission on Federal Paperwork issued
a report citing the following paperwork and reporting problems
confronting private employers because of the multiple laws and
numerous Executive orders dealing with equal employment oppor-
tunity:

-- Reporting requirements that vary from agency to agency.
This lack of uniformity and consistency is most acute
for diverse companies that must report to more
than one Federal agency.

--T'he interpretation of guidelines prepared by Federal
agencies for affirmative action programs is inconsis-
tent.

-- i'ederal agencies fail to distinguish, as far as repeti-
tive paperwork is concerned, between companies with
favorable compliance records and those with compliance
problems.

-- Government lacks the macninery to work with employers
to improve results and cut red tape

The report stated that the Nation's business establish-
ments spend millions of dollars annually on equal employment
opportunity reporting and recordkeeoinq activities. Using
conservative estimates, it was reported that employers'
costs for reparing a joint EEOC-Labor form exceeded $12
million annually, although the form appears to be the least
difficult of the Federal equal employment opportunity re-
porting requirements. he report contained a series of recom-
mendations aimed at simplifying procedures so that resources
could be freed from the bureaucratic entanglement of un-
necessary reporting and paperwork requirements and directed,
instead, to achieving the goal of equal employment.

Remedies required by both programs

A primary purpose of the contract compliance program
is to obtain contractors' affirmative action commitments in
AAPs for improving minorities' and women's job opportunities,
including goals and timetables. Under the title VII program,
when EEOC finds reasonable cause to support a finding of
discrimination, remedial relief is sought. The three types
of relief usually sought are (1) money damages, (2) discon--
tinuance of discriminatory employment practices, and (3)
affirmative action relief, including goals and timetables.
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We noted instances where one agency, after a program
evaluation, required contracturs to make the same commit-
ments for equal employment improvement that were al:eady
agreed to as a result of an earlier evaluation under the
.her program. In other nstances, the two programs e-
red different remedies after separate evaluations. Based
questionnaire results, we estimate that 718--about 24

percent--of the contractors evaluated under botn programs
undertook commitments to provide remedial relief as a result
of EEOC's investigations. About 196 of these 718 contractors
agreed to affirmative action goals and timetables required
by EEOC. In about 84 of these 196 instances, the goals and
timetables were the same or similar to those in the contrac-
tors' AAPs, and in about 112 instances, the goals and time-
tables were different. (See app. III, table 5.)

In CaliLornia, one of the nine contractors whose case
files we analyzed negotiated an agreement with EEOC which
cited the contractor's AAP as a remedy for deficiencies. Thus,
as a result of EEOC's investigation, the contractor agreed
to a recommitment to do essentially what the contractor nad
previously proposed and had been approved by DOD. Further-
more, tl.j contractor became responsible to two agencies for
affirmative action compliance and was required to report prog-
ress to both EEOC and DOD.

In ennsylvania, DOD reviewed a contractor in May 1973,
August 1974, and December 1975. In each instance, the con-
tractor was found in compliance and had AAPs in effect for
the years 1973 through 1976. In June 197i, EEOC received an
individual charge of race discrimination aainsL the con-
tractor. In the course of investigating this charge in April
1973, EEOC found reasonable cause that the contractor had
practiced sex discrimination on a class basis. EEOC, in
addition to analyzing employee statistics, used information
in the contractor's AAP to support its finding of sex dis-
crimination.

EEOC originally asked the contractor to make ommitments
to hire more women in certain job classifications than the
contractor had agreed to with DOD. After extensive concilia-
tion and litigation, EEOC and the contractor entered into an
agreement in February 1977 that included the same goals and
timetables for women in those job classifications as were
required by the AAP.
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Case studies of contractors
evaluated under both programs

The following examples are illustrative of the problems
contractors face in complying with the requirements of the
two programs.

-- Example A: A contractor in Pennsylvania with about
3,700 employees was reviewed by DOD during April
through June 1974. DOD made a full-scale equal
employment opportunity evaluation, including an
evaluation of maternity leave policy. In response to
DOD's inquiry, EEOC stated that it had no active
charges against the contractor. Our review showed,
however, that EEOC was then investigating at least one
charge against the contractor. After completing its
review, DOD approved the cozntractor's AAP and deter-
mined that the contractor was in compliance with the
contract compliance program.

During March through July 1974, EEOC investigated four
charges of discrimination against this contractor.
One of these charges had previously been investigated
by the State Commission which ruled in favor of the
contractor. EC investigated the same charge and found
in favor of the complainant on the basis of race dis-
crimination in promotion and layoff. Additionally, EEOC
expanded this charge to include other issues, and found
that the contractor was practicing race discrimination
on a class basis in its promotion policies. During
conciliation, EEOC attempted to persuade the contractor
to prepare an AAP, but the contractor's counterproposal
stated that an AAP had already been prepared for and
approved by DOD which it would continue to a, ister.
Conciliation was A,-.,u:cessful, and EEOC did not pursue
li igation.

In investigating another of the charges, EEOC found in
favor of the complainant because employees on maternity
leave did not receive disability payments, whereas other
employees were paid a portion of their salary when
temporarily disabled. Four months earlier, D'D had
found the same maternity leave policy to be within
Labor's guidelines. During its subsequent evaluation
co,nducted between August and October 1975, DOD also
found the contractor's maternity leave policy to be
deficient. However, DOD's finding involved the con-
tra-tor's establishment of an arbitrary time limitation
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for the use o paternity leave and not the disparate

payment finding identified by EEOC. As a result, the

evaluations that EEOC and DOD conducted resulted in
inconsistent findings.

At the time of our review, Labor's and EEOC's require-

ments relating to employers' maternity leave policies

were inconsistent in some respects. The Supreme Court's

decision on General Electric Company v. Gilbert should
resolve some or all of the disagreement between Labor

and EEOC. On December 7, 1976, the Supreme Court held

that General Electric's exclusion of benefits for dis-
ability during pregnancy was not a per se violation of

title VII, and that the plaintiffs failed to prove a

discriminatory effect.

After investigating the third charge, which had pre-

viously been investigated by the State Commission, EEOC

reaffirmed the State Comnission's findings. In the

fourth charge, the State Commission waived jurisdiction,

and EEOC made the initiai charge i"stigation. In

these last two charges. EEOC limited its inquiry to

the merits of the allegations.

-- Example B: A contractor in California with about 600

employees was reviewed by DOD during July through August

1973 and during May through June 1976. Both evalua-

tions were full-scale and encompassed most employment

areas including work force analysis, hiring, termination,

promotions, goals, timetables, and compensation. There

was no evidence of contact or coordination with EEOC
during either of these evaluations. The contractor was

found in compliance, and the AAPq were approved under

both evaluations.

During October 1974 through January 1975, EEOC

investigated a charge of race discrimination in the

areas of training and promotion, and found in favor

of the complainant. The finding in favor of the

complainant with regard to promotion was primarily

based on the requirement that the complainant had to

pass a test not required of other employees who were

promoted. EEOC expanded the charge to analyze the issue

of race discrimination within one of the contractor's
departments. EEOC analyzed training, testing, promotions,

seniority, job classification, compensation, and lines

of progression which DOD also analyzed during

its two evaluations. Initially, EEOC sought its own
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affirmative action remedies. However, a union official
pointed out to EEOC that the contractor was already
committed to an AAP, and that additional affirmative
action remediks would place the contractor in a double-
reporting situation. EEOC agreed to accept the contrac-
tor's reco3mmitment to its AAP. In February 1976, a
conciliation agreement was negotiated between the con-
tractor and EEOC. The contractor, in addition to
providing backpay of $1,500 to the complainant,
agreed to comply with the provisions of the AAP.
EEOC did not contact DOD prior to its investigation.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO
OVERLAP AND INCONSISTENCY

Several factors contributed to the overlap and inconsis-
tency between the title VII and contract compliance programs
including (1) dual jurisdiction, (2) the different approaches
and methodologies used by each program to achieve objectives,
and (3) the fact that both programs concentrated on evaluating
contractors with large work forces.

Dual jurisdiction and
different approaches

As mentioned earlier, the establishment of two programs
with equal employment opportunity jurisdiction over many
of the same employers has contributed to overlap and incon-
sistency. The authority and purpose of title VII and the
contrac. compliance programs are similar--identifying and
eliminating employment discrimination because of race, sex,
color, religion, and national origin. The title VII program
covers about 70 million employees, and applies to virtually
all employers in the private sector and State and local
governments witn 15 or more employees. The contract compliance
program covers about 30 million employees of Government con-
tractors and subcontractors in the private sector--most of
whom are also covered by the title VII program.

Although both programs have similar objectives, the
programs follow somewhat different approaches to achieve the
objectives. The contract compliance program emphasizes broad-
scope reviews of contractors' employment practices and the
obtaining of contractors' commitments for future affirmative
action to increase the utilization of minorities and women.
Less emphasis has been given to obtaining relief, such as
back pay, for victims of past discrimination:. For example,
a task force within Labor, appointed to study the contract
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compliance program, issued a preliminary report in September
1977, which stated that fewer than 200 of 10,500 compliance
reviews conducted in fiscal year 1976 identified systemic
problems requiring remedial relief. The report noted that
during fiscal year 1977, the rate at which such problems
were identified had not materially increased.

The title VII program, on the other hand, primarily em-
phasizes investigations of complaints to obtain evidence of
discrimination. In the past, EEOC followed the practice of
expanding investigations of individual charges to include
class, and like or related issues. EEOC has recently shifted
emphasis to (1) limit the scope of investigations on individual
charges to thi specific allegations in the charge and (2)
not expand its investigations into class issues. However,
EEOC intends to continue investigating class or systemic
issues. Such investigations will be performed as separate
efforts independent of investigations of individual charges.

When reasonable cause is found that the charges are true,
the title VII program seeks remedies, such as backpay or re-
instatement, as part of its case resolutions. Under the
title VII program, commiLments for future affirmative action
remedies can also b required.

The different approaches can lead to confusion and
bewilderment on the part of both employers and employees.
It is not uncommon for a contractor to be found in compliance
with the requirements of the contract compliance program but
in violation of the requirements of the title VII program.

As part of evaluations by DOD, GSA, and ERDA, most of the
37 contractors whose case files we analyzed identified job
classifications where minorities and females were being under-
utilized. The contractors established goal and timetable
commitments as part of the AAPs to correct the underutiliza-
tion and were found in compliance with Executive Order 11246.
In some cases, contractors were subsequently investigated
pursuant to the title VII program because a charge was
filed, and it was found that the contractors had violated
title VII of the Civil Rights Act. This situation can occur
when a contractcr is found to be in violation of title VII
for a specific :Lndividual act of discrimination or because
relief was not fforded to victims of discrimination, although
the contractor's AAP, with regard to future policy for
minorities and women, is found acceptable under the contract
compliance program.
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Consequently, the evaluations of Federal contractors
conducted under the contract compliance program usually do
not satisfy the title VII program's approach or vice-versa.
An EEOC headquarters official stated that Executive Order 11246
gave Labor substantially the same mission as title VII gave EEOC
but that Labor decided on concentrating on fuLure affirmative
action rather than identifying discrimination and seeking relief
for victims of past discrimination. The official believes that
Labor's decision to concentrate primarily on affirmative action
is cnial to understanding why both programs may evaluate the
same employers. It was his opinion that there was little over-
lap because of the different approaches and that overlap would
be nore prevalent if both the title VII and contract compliance
progradms adopted standardized evaluation approaches.

Concentration on firms with
large numbers of employees

Federal contractors that were evaluated under both pro-
grams generally had large work forces. Based on questionnaire
responses, these contractors had an average work force of
1,268 employees. Labor and compliance agency officials in-
dicated that contractors with large work forces were given
priority for review because they offered the most hiring and
promotion opportunities. EEOC officials indicated that factors
considered in selecting charges for investigation included

-- potential overall impact on the number of employees
affected,

-- the age of the charge being investigated, and

-- selection of employers with multiple charges to reduce
the backlog problem.

The tendency to select larger contractors for greater
equal employment opportunity impact has some merit, since both
programs are interested in maximizing results. However, be-
cause both programs often concentrated their staff resources
on large Federal contractors, the equal employment opportunity
posture of many other Federal contractors and other private
employers remains undetermined. This is evidenced by the (1)
sizeable EEOC backlog of uninvestigated charges and (2)
significant number of Federal contractors that have not been
reviewed under the contract compliance program.

As of February 28, 1977, EEOC's backlog totaled about
126,300 charges. Commission officials acknowledged that many
charges were filed against private employers whose equal
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employment opportunity status had never been assessed. In
July 1977, EEOC's chair announced the implementation o a new
rapid charge-processing system which is designed to eliminate
EEOC's charge backlog within.the next 2 years. Under the new
system, EEOC will limit its investigation to individual charges
rather than expanding charges into class issues, and place
greater emphasis on resolving charges prior to investigation
through informal negotiations between the concerned parties.

The equal employment status of many Federal contractors
subject to the Executive order i unknown. The followin.g table
shows compliance reviews performei by DOD, GSA, and ERDA in
fiscal years 1976 and 1977 as a percentage of the estimated
number of supply and ervice contractor facilities they iden-
tified as being subject to the Executive order.

Reviews performed
expressed as a percent-

age of estimated
Estimated contractor facilities

Compliance contractor Fiscal year Fiscal year
agency facilities 1976 1977

(percent)

ERDA 4,177 22 29

DOD (note a) 21,530 27 29

GSA 24,330 8 16

a/Estimate only includes contractors with 50 or more employees.

Labor and compliance agency officials stated that the
equal employment opportunity status of many Federal contrac-
tors has not been assessed primarily because of a (1) lack
of sufficient resources to provide broad coverage and (2)
policy that compliance agencies follow up on previously evalua-
ted contractors to monitor progress.

In commenting on this report (see app. V), EEOC said it
had recently announced standards for the selection of employers
for systemic inquiries. Under these standards, the size of
an employer's work force is relevant, but other factors are
also to be considered (e.g., an employer's work force profile
compared with similar employers, or the large number of job
opportunities offered by high turnover rates or expansion).
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PROBLEMS WITHIN THE TITLE VII PROGRAM

Within the title VII program referral, arrangements be-
tween EEOC and approved State and local fair employment prac-
tice agencies have resulted in overlapping evaluations of the
same contractors. Also, in some instances, the evaluations
by EEOC's litigation centers have overlapped the evaluations
by EEOC's district offices.

Reinvestigation of State/local
agency resolutions

Title VII provides for cooperation between EEOC and State
or local agencies charged with enforcement of nondiscrimination
laws. State and local agencies may apply for designation as
approved referral agencies. EEOC requires these agencies to
have laws comparable in scope to title VII before they can
resolve charges on behalf of EEOC. As of September 23, 1977,
EEC had approved 72 State and local referral agencies.

EEOC reviews each final action by State and local
age.ncies and is required to give substantial weight to the
final findings arid orders of these agencies. However, in
cases where the State and local agencies' final charge
resolutions are not acceptable to EEOC, it may reinvestigate
the charges.

EEOC reported that during fiscal year 1976, it reviewed
20,519 charges resolved by State and local agencies and re-
jected 5,794 (or 28 percent) of these resolutions. EEOC does
not have summarized data showing how many of the 5,794 State
and local agency resolutions were reinvestigated.

Our review indicates that in many such instances, EEOC
investigated the same charges investigated by State and
local agencies. Federal contractors, in responding to our
questionnaire, provided some insight into the overlapping
evaluations and reinvestigations by EEOC of State and local
agencies' charge resolutions. As noted on page 8, an estimated
3,035 contractors were evaluated under the contract compliance
and title VII pograms. We estimate that 1,304--about 43
percent--of these contractors were evaluated by both EEOC and
State/local agencies within the title VII program. Of these,
about 62 percent (or 813 contractors) experienced overlap
between EEOC and State or local agency evaluations. (See app.
III, table 6.)
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Contractors attributed most of this overlap to EEOC in-
vestigation of charges already investigated by State or local
agencies. Contractors indicated that, in most cases, EEOC
arrived at findings similar to those of the State or local
agency.

Examples of several contractors' responses follow.

"In almost all cases the State agencies complete
the investigation of a complaint prior to EEOC.
However, EEOC attaches no significance to the
State investigation report. EEOC representatives
have stated, 'We do not attach any weight to the
State findings.' Our experience leads us to believe
the State reports are never reviewed and the EEOC
conducts an independent investigation."

"Our overlap occurred when a discrimination charge
was filed both with the Federal EEO agency and the
State agency. After satisfying the State agency
that the complaint was without substance, we had to
do the same thing with the Federal agency. We do
feel that, if the Federal agency refers a charge to
a State agency, final resolution should rest with
that agency. Otherwise, the Federal people ought
to pursue the investigation themselves."

"Most overlap occurs when State agency investigates
individual charge and then EEOC does same thing all
over again. Although the requirements of State law
and title VII may indeed be somewhat different * * *
most of the issues are the same. Perhaps complainant
should only be allowed to file one place or perhaps
EEOC should go out of business in states which have
an approved law and enforcement agency."

Our review showed that the extent of EEOC reinvestigations
of State or local charge resolutions and the referral relation-
ships varied in the States of California, Illinois, and
Pennsylvania.

The California Fair Employment Practice Commission has
investigated charges referred by EEOC since 1972. Prior to
June 1977, the State commission investigated only individual
charges. Beginning in June 1977, the State commission began
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to investigate class issues. The following table shows the
number and percentage of charge resolutions by the State
commission which were rejected by the EEOC San Francisco dis-
trict office

Period covered
July 1, Sept. 30, Oct. 1, Mar. 31,
1975 to 1976 1976 to 1977

Number Percent Number Percent

Final resolutiors
accepted by EOC 370 64 216 65

Final resolutions
rejected by EEOC 208 36 116 35

Total actions 578 100 332 100

Although data is not available showing which rejected
charges were reinvestigated, the EEOC District Director told
us that most rejected charges were reinvestigated and that
an estimated 90 percent of the reinvestigations resulted in
the same determination as the State commission.

The Illinois Fair Employment Practices Commission has
been an approved referral agency for EEOC since 1975. The
State commission investigates only individual charges for EEOC
since State law does not authorize class investigations.

During 1976, ti . . 'ommission closed 597 EEOC-referred
charges, and the EEOC Chic_ Jistrict office accepted the
findings foz 559 of the chaLges. Most of the remaining 38
charges were not investigated by the State commission because
it did not have jurisdiction. Thus, EEOC reinvestigations of
charges occurred infrequently in Illinois.

In Pennsylvania, the EEOC Philadelphia district office

has referral arrangements with the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission and the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations.
The State commission hap formally investigated charges for
EEOC since about 1971; he city commission has done likewise
since 1974.

Prior to 1975, the State commission's policy was to
expand investigations of individual charges into pattern and
practice, and class issues. However, this policy resulted in
case backlog problems. Since 1975, the State commission's
policy has been to limit individual charge investigations to
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the specific allegations. The city commission has never
operated under the policy of expanding individual charges into
class or systemic issues.

The following table shows the number and percentage of
charge resolutions by the State and city commissions which
were rejected by the EEOC district office during calendar years
1975 and 1976.

Calendar years 1975 and 1976
City commiss State commission
Number Percent Number Percent

Resolutions
accepted by EEOC 757 82 414 86

Resolutions
rejected by EEOC 169 18 69 14

Total 926 100 483 100

Note: The above data excludes cases closed by the city or
State for administrative reasons such as inability
to locate complainant, lack of agency jurisdiction,
and withdrawal of charge by complainant.

The following table shows the extent of reinvestigation
of city and State resolutions rejected by the EEOC district
office.

City State
commission commission

Final findings rejected
by EEOC 169 69

Cases reinvestigated by
EEOC 74 29

Reinvest igat ions
completed by EEOC 48 22

EEOC findings:
Same as city/State 28 9
Different than city/

State 20 13

The EEOC Philadelphia district office requires the
State and city commissions to provide comprehensive support-
ing documentation along with their final resolutions. Both
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commissions generally provide a copy of the entire investigative
file for charges resolved. When reinvestigation is required,
the district office attempts to limit the investigative work
by using information previously obtained from the State or
city commission.

A GAO report ("The Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion Has iMade Limited Progress in Eliminating Employment
Discrimination," HRD-76-147, Sept. 28, 1976) previously
reported that EEOC's district offices' limited and uneven
use of and assistance to State and local agencies had severely
curtailed their impact on EEOC's charge resolutions. Problems
included:

-- Differences in the quality and capabilities of State and
local agencies.

-- The negative attitudes of some EEOC distLict offices
which view State and local agencies as competitors.

-- Rejection of some determinations without explaining
the reasons to State and local agencies.

-- Refusal of some EEOC regional officials to cooperate
in efforts to improve the effectiveness of State and
local agencies.

-- Personality clashes between EEOC and State and local
agency personnel.

we recommended that EEOC maximize the use of approved
State and local fair employment practice agencies in resolving
individual charges, including where necessary, strengthening
tne tecnnical capabilities of certain State and local
agencies. In responding to this recommendation in June
1976, EEOC stated that it had taken the following actions
to improve the effectiveness of State and local agencies:

-- Integrated State and local agency charge processing
activities into EEOC's work measurement system.

-- Amended the compliance manual to include review and
acceptance of State and local agency findings.

-- Increased field personnel resources directly dedicated
to State and local agency liaison monitoring and
technical assistance.
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--Accepted '72 percent of State and local agency final
actions in April 1976.

-- Evaluated State and local agency activities to develop
recommendations for fiscal years 1977 and 1978.

In commenting on this report, EEOC said it had entered
into work-sharing agreements with 42 of the 70 EEOC-funded
State and local agencies, and EEOC anticipated that double

Investigations can be totally avoided wherever there is a

work-sharing agreement. Under work-sharing agreements, EEOC

and State/local agencies decide in advance what proportion

of the joint inventory each agency will process. These

agreements specifically define the categories of charges

to be assigned to each agency. For example, charges may

be assigned, based on geographical area.

Investigative and litigative reviews

In 1972 the Congress empowered EEOC to file suit and
litigate those charges which could not be resolved through

voluntary means. EEOC's district offices refer all charges

which do not result in successful conciliation to the litiga-

tion centers for possible litigation. If the case is selected

for litigation, some of the same personnel practices and

policies of the employer invescigated by the district offices

are subject to addtional analysis by the litigation center.

The duplication o investigatory work performed by the

district offices occurs, to some extent.

EEOC officials indicated that charges selected for

litigation frequently require additional investigative effort

because the evidence obtained by the district office is insuf-

ficient to support litigation, or the evidence is out of date.

Litigation was taken against 3 of the 16 contractors in

Pennsylvania whose case files we examined. Our analysis

showed that these contractors underwent additional evaluation

by the litigation centers, some of which overlapped the

district offices' investigations. For example, in one case,

both the EEOC district office and the litigation center

analyzed the employer's wages paid to and the utilization
of women in certain job categories.

Recently, EEOC's Chair revised the charge-processing
procedures to more closely integrate the investigative and

litigative functions. EEOC is presently implementing the

concept in several field offices in which EEOC investigators
and attorneys--located in the same office-- ork together on

charges. A uniform standard is applied to determine if suf-
ficient evidence exists to proceed with conciliation and
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litigation. nder this new concept, the overlap between district

office and litigation center functions should be minimized.

PROBLEMS WITHIN THE CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

The Department of Labor's policy of assigning compliance
agencies responsibility for contractors based on standard
industrial classification codes is intended to assur_ that

contractor facilities are usually responsible to only one

agency. In responding to our questionnaire, only about 8
percent of the contractors evaluated under the title VII and

contract compliance programs indicated that there was overlap-
ping evaluation activity within the contract compliance
program. Some contractors perceived overlapping evaluation
activity under circumstances which we do not consider to

be overlapping. Fcr example, followup evaluations or visits

by an agency were sometimes viewed as duplicating the agency's
initial review. Also, some contractors believed there

was overlapping review activity because different compliance
officers performed reviews.

On balance, we do not believe that the problem of overlap

within the contract compliance program is significant insofar

as individual contractor facili-ies are concerned.

Howeve;, contractors having a number of different loca-
tions and involved in several industries may be subject to
evaluations by several compliance agencies or different re-

gional offices of the same compliance agency. Eighteen cor-

porations, ranging in size between 2,300 and 400,000 employees,

became aware of our review through the questionnaire and volun-

tarily provided corporate-wide data which reiterated some of

the problems between the title VII and contract compliance
programs iscussed beginning on page 8. In adJition, these
contractors also cited instances of conflict and inconsistenc-
ies within the contract compliance program. The following
are some examples.

A corporation with 2,700 employees stated:

"The burden to the company by the application of

different 'requirements' by different or the same

compliance agencies and their personnel is tremen-
dous w this is especially frustrating because
the company realizes that during the next review,
there is a hign probability that the 'rules' will
be changed again."
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A corporation with 11,500 employees stated:

..w * * different agencies have developed different
forms. Approach and emphasis vary with [compliance
offices] * * * [e] Have been assigned six compliance
agencies, two (GSA and HEW) have not done a com-
pliance review. The others (ERDA, [DOD], Interior,
and eterans Administlation) vary a great deal in
their approach."

A corporation with 7,200 employees stated:

"Affirmative Action Plan Formats--rather than one
standardized format for the plans at each of our major
facilities, we have three as a result of different
requirements between and within compliance agencies."

A corporation with 11,500 employees stated:

"Interpretations of [Labor's regulation] were
different at each division office of GSA around
the country. What was acceptable at one office
would frequently be unacceptable at another."

A corporation with 23,000 employees stated:

"Within the same agency, different regions will
require different forms and format in AAP pre-
paration. ERDA finds underutilization if you have
less percent minorities and females in a job group
than in the population. [DOD] relates company
percent to percent minority/female in surrounding
labor force with requisite skills."

In announcing Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, the
President stated that on October 1, 1978, he will issue
an Executive order to consolidate the contract compliance
program within Labor. (See app. IV.) 4Abor stated this
consolidation will obviate the problems between compliance
agencies noted by our review.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFORTS TO COORDINATE OR CONSOLIDATE THE GOVERNMENT'S

MAJOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

The similarities between the objectives and jurisdictions
of the title VII and contract compliance programs have been a
matter of concern for some time, and efforts to coordinate or
consolidate the programs have been unsuccessful. EE)C and
Labor have recognized the need to resolve the coordination
problems and have entered into memccandums of understanding
designed to improve the operations of the two programs. In
1972 the Congress established the Equal Employment Opportun-
ity Coordinating Council in an attempt to provide a means of
coordinating the various Federal equal employment opportunity
programs.

Several congressional proposals to consolidate the two
programs have been considered and rejected. In several re-
ports, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has urged that all
Government equal employment opportunity programs be merged.
Representatives of minorities and women's special interest
groups indicated to us that they believed some reorganization
was necessary, but had differing views on the needed changes.
Although the responses of contractors indicated dissatis-
faction with the present situation, no consensus of contrac-
tor support for ar.y reorganization alternatives was reached.

COORDINATION MEMORANDUMS
NOT FULLY IMPLEMENTED

A memorandum of understanding between EEOC and Labor was
entered into in May 1970. The memorandum's purpose was to
(1) reduce duplication of compliance activities, (2) facili-
tate the exchange of information, and (3) establish proce-
dures for processing discrimination cases against Federal con-
tractors. A second memorandum was entered into in September
1974 and was intended to

--maximize effort;

-- promote efficiency; and

--eliminate conflict, competition, duplication, and
inconsistency among the operations, functions, and
jurisdictions of the title VII and contract compli-
ance programs.
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A former director of Labor's Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs informed us that the memorandum was
intended to avoid duplication in the two programs and to
"rationalize two programs which basically run on parallel
tracks."

Prior GAO reports have indicated that the two memorandums
of understanding had not been effectively implemented. In our
report entitled "The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Has Made Limited Progress In Eliminating Employment Discrimi-
nation" (HRD-76-147, Sept. 28, 1976), we rorted that
EEOC had failed to effectively iplement the 1974 memorandum
of understanding because

--program information apparently was not exchanged,

-- investigative activity was not effectively coordin d,

-- ef.forts to develop mutually compatible investigative
and compliance procedures haJ met with little success,
and

-- periodic reviews of the implementation of the memorandum
had been minimal.

Also, in an earlier report ("The Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Program for Federal Nonconstruction Contractors Can
Be Improved," WD-75-63, Apr. 29, 1975), we stated that the
1970 memorandum of understanding had not been fully imple-
mented and that coordination between the Department of Labor,
the compliance agencies, and EEOC had not been adequate.

Our current work in California, Illinois, and Pennsylvania
showed that the 1974 memorandum of understanding is still not
being fully implemented. For example, the memorandum provideo
that EEOC and the compliance agencies will exchange compliance
review and '2narge data and conduct joint agency meetings.
However, our review showed that data is rarely exchanged as
required by the memorandum, and joint agency meetings are
infrequent and unproductive. Most coordination of evaluation
activities is primarily informal. In San Francisco, agency
officials believed that coordination attempts were too time
consuming, considering the limited time available to perform
complaint investigations and compliance reviews. Furthermore,
some staff did not coordinate because they believed the data
was not useful. For example, EEOC staff believed compliance
agency files were too broad and numbers oriented to be useful
for individual charge investigations. Compliance agency staff
believed that EEOC files were too narrow in scope to be useful.
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We noted that one reason the data and information exchange
provisions of the memorandum had not been fully implemented
was that employers had filed suits challenging the legality
of the exchange. As a result, the implementation of the ex-
change provisions of the memorandum had been deferred in some
instances pending outcome of the suit<.

There was little coordination between EEOC and the com-
pliance agencies for the 37 contractors whose case files we
analyzed in the three States. For example, the memorandum of
understanding requires that prior to the investigation or re-
view of any facility, the appropriate investigative or compli-
ance officials of EEOC, Labor, or the compliance agencies shall
notify each other of their pending activity. In Illinois, the
compliance agency staffs contacted EEOC staffs for only 4 of
the 25 compliance reviews conducted of the 12 contractors
whose case files we analyzed. In California, EEOC staff did
not contact compliance agency staffs before invest'qating any
of the charges against the nine contractors whose case files
we analyzed. In Pennsylvania, compliance agency staffs con-
tacted EEOC staff in only 10 of 33 compliance reviews con-
ducted at the 16 contractors whose case files we analyzed.
In those situations where contacts did occur, the contacts
generally consisted of the compliance agency noting the
number of charges gainst the contractor or EEOC noting the
number of evaluations and whether the contractor was in com-
pliance. In our opinion, these limited contacts were not ade-
quate to avoid overlapping review or investigative activity.

There were also coordination problems between agencies
administering the contract compliance program. Labor assigns
the administration of this program to a number of compliance
agencies, and it is responsible for providing policy guidance
to and supervision of those agencies. However, our prior
reviews showed that management problems often arise due to
this division of responsibility and authority. Compliance
agency officials told us that policy guidance from Labor was
often untimely and incomplete, and we found that compliance
agencies often did not follow Labor's guidance when it was
provided. Compliance agencies and Labor often blame each
other for program deficiencies.

COORDINATING COUNCIL INE£EC'IVE

In 1972 the Cngress established the Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinating Council, composed of representatives
of the Departments of Labor and Justice, EEOC, the Civil
Service Commission, and the .S. Commission on Civil Rights.
The Council is responsible for developing and implementing
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agreements, policies, and practices to maximize effort,
promote efficiency, and eliminate conflict, competition,
duplication, and inconsistency among those Federal agencies
responsible for equal employment opportunity programs.

We inquired into the Council's activities and found that
it has been unable to accomplish its statutory purpose because
its members cannot reach a consensus on major policy issues,
and the Council has no authority for making majority positions
of the Council binding on all member agencies. For example,
the main effort of the Council has been the development of
equal employment guidelines on employee testing and selection
procedures. The guidelines were issued in November 1976 and
were adopted by the Departments of Labor and Justice, and the
Civil Service Commission. However, EEOC has refused to adopt
the guidelines and has retained its own guidelines.

Significant areas of disagreement between the two guide-
lines concern (1) criteria for determining whether a test or
selection device has an adverse impact on minorities and women
and (2) acceptable methods of validating a test or selection
device, i.e., determining whether a test or selection device
is an accurate measure of future job performance. EEOC per-
ceives that the guidelines adopted by the other agencies will
significantly weaken its ability to enforce title VII, whereas
other Council members perceive EEOC's guidelines to be un-
realistic and costly operating standards which employers
cannot meet. Consequently, many employers are now subject
to two different Federal guidelines on employee testing and
selection.

The Council members are presently attempting to resolve
the differences between the two sets of guidelines, and on
December 30, 1977, the Civil Service Commission, EEOC, and
the Departments of Justice and Labor proposed adoption of
uniform guidelines on employee selection procedures.

In our report entitled "Problems with Federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Guidelines on Employee Selection
Procedures Need to be Resolved" (FPCD-77-54, Feb. 2, 1978),
we stated that the Council set out in 1973 to develop and
adopt uniform guidelines for determining the proper use of
tests and other selection procedures consistent with the
equal employment opportunity requirements of Federal law.
However after 5 years, this work was still not completed.
We attributed this lack of progress to disagreements among
member agencies of the Council and the inability of the
Council to compel member agencies to change their policies
and guidelines. We recommended that the President direct
the Council to
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-- establish a means by which member agencies can agree

upon and put into practice consistent equal employ-

ment opportunity policies and procedures without
unreasonable and lengthy delays and

--adopt and use uniform guidelines on employee selec-

tion procedures.

PROPOSALS FOR CONSOLIDATION

After the adoption of Executive Order 11246 and title VII

of the Civil Rights Act, Federal contractors were required to

comply with the requirements of two Federal equal employment

programs. During the past several years, poposals have been

made to consolidate the title VII and the contract compliance

programs. The following is a brief summary of some of the

proposals.

Legislative proposals

During the 91st Congress, Senate bill 2453 was reported

to the Senate by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

The bill originally provided for the transfer of the contract

compliance program to EEOC. However, this section was deleted

from the bill during Committee deliberations and was not re-

ported to the Senate as part of the bill. The Committee re-

port stated that it was pursuaded that such a transfer would
overburden EEOC and that placing all EEOC functions in a

single agency was not appropriate at that time.

During the 92d Congress, Senate bill 2515 was reported

by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. The

bill contained a provision to transfer the contract compli-

ance program to EEOC. However, during Senate debate on Senate

bill 2515, an amendment was adopted to delete that provision
of the bill.

Also during the 92d Congress, the House Committee on Ed-

ucation and Labor reported out House bill 1746, a bill which

was ultimately enacted as the Equal Employment Opportunity
Act of 1972. The bill as reported originally included a

provision to transfer the contract compliance program to

EEOC. The House Committee report stated:

1. Jurisdictional overlap between tne contract compli-

ance program and EEOC has contributed to confusion
and duplication.
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2. Efforts to coordinate the overlapping legal juris-
dictions have not been effective.

3. Two reports of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
have recommended the transfer.

Dissenting views in the Committee report included the
following reasons for opposing the transfer:

1. The contract compliance program made progress in
achieving the Executive order's goal.

2. The transfer would create a hiatus in the adminis-
tration of the contract compliance program and addi-
tionally burden an already overburdened EEOC.

3. The administration of the programs would be unwork-
able because EEOC would be assuming a dual role of
contract compliance and complaint processing of
employment discrimination.

When House bill 1746 reached the House floor, it was
amended so as not to broaden EEOC's jurisdiction or transfer
the contract compliance program to EEOC.

During the 95th Congress, House bill 3504 was referred
jointly to the House Committees on Education and Labor and tne
Judiciary. The bill proposes to

--transfer Labor's authority for administering Executive
Order 11246 to EEOC,

-- reorganize EEOC,

-- eliminate the present EEOC Office of the General
Counsel,

-- designate a chief executive officer with authority to
direct EEOC's administrative and enforcement activi-
ties, and

-- authorize EEOC to issue cease and desist orders.

Hearings on House bill 3504 were held in May 1978, but
no further action has been taken.
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Other proposals

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has issued several
reports which recommended the consolidation of the title VII
and contract compliance programs. In July 1975, the Commis-
sion proposed that a new antidiscrimination authority, the
National Employment Rights Board, be established to replace
the contract compliance program and EEOC as well as several
other equal employment opportunity programs. The Commis-
sion's report concluded that although some progress has been
made, the Federal civil rights effort

-- haa been fundamentally inadequate,

-- suffers from a lack of overall leadership and
direction,

-- is characterized by diffused responsibility among a
number of agencies,

-- functions with inconsistent policies and standards,
and

--has failed to develop strong compliance programs.

In recommending the establishment of a new authority,
the Commission stated that the basic elements of fairness and
efficiency would be best served by one enforcement agency
applying one standard of compliance.

The Commission on Federal Paperwork stated that its man-
date was to examine Federal paperwork within the given frame-
work in which programs operated without challenging the basic
programs. However, in the case of equal employment programs,
the Commision found it virtually impossible to comply with
this mandate and recommended that the President and the Con-
gress reorganize equal employment responsibilities to
strengthen compliance and streamline procedures. In its
April 1977 report, the Commission stated that the existing
complex of agencies and philosophies has resulted in

--confusion for employers,

--an emphasis on paper and processes rather than
results,

-- inconsistent standards for performance,

--a lack of coordination or central direction,
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-- inadequate program evaluations,

-- weak program management, and

--poor training of equal employment personnel.

Opinions of contractors
anspec1ial interest groups

Contracto'b responses to the questionnaire and inter-
views with representatives of special interest groups indi-
cated general dissatisfaction with the Government's efforts
to promote equal employment opportunity through the title VII
and contract compliance programs. Opinions of contractors and
special interest group representatives varied on ways in which
:he Government's equal employment efforts could be improved.

Our nationwide questionnaire requested contractors to

provide data on the degree of support or opposition for a
number of possible options for reorganizing the Government's
equal employment programs. The following chart depicts the
views on a percentage basis of thE contractors who experienced
evaluations under both the title VII and contract compliance
programs. (See app. III, table 8.)

Contractors' Opinions_on_ Organzing

the Government's EEO Programs

Percentage
Neither oppose

9otions oePse orf_ Pee9 SP ero t

1. Present Federal and
State/local agencies 78.7 12.2 9.1

2. Present Federal but no
State/local agencies 52.2 19.0 28.8

3. Contract compliance and
State/local agencies (only) 63.8 18.3 17.9

4. EEOC and State/local
agencies (only) 65.3 18.0 16.7

5. A new Federal agency and
State/l)cal agencies 67.0 16.7 -6.3

6. Contract compliance
agencies (only) 41.1 24.7 34.2

7. EEOC (only) 58.8 21.5 19.7

8. A new Federal agency (only) 48.1 19.5 32.4

9. State/local (only) 55.5 2u.1 24.4
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Contractors generally did not favor any of the options.
Option 1 was the most strongly opposed, while options 6 and 8
had the least oppositiorn These results indicate that al-
though contractors were generally dissatisfied with the
present situation, there was not a consensus of support for
any option. Narrative comments were provided by 142 con-
tractors. Some contractors expressed confusion concerning
the existing situation and offered suggestions on organizing
the Government's equal employment programs. A sample of
these comments follow:

"We do not feel any of t.he present agencies/
methods really cause us to wozk toward our goals
* * *. We know what needs to be done and what
our moral as well as legal obligations are, and
the current review processes do not assist us
in achieving this end * * *."

"A newly-created Federal agency esponsible for
all eual employment areas and with deferral
status to State and local agencies would relieve
most of the duplication of effort and inconsis-
tencies which the present multi-agency set-up
creates."

"We don't need any more agencies. I am strongly
opposed to enlarging to more agencies. The ones
we have now are not solving the problems. Why
create more ineptitude."

"This contractor strongly opposes the creation
of a new Federal agency and discontinuation of
all others. Corrcting the negative aspects of
the present Federal aencies and State/local
agencies would appear to be more productive
and more economically feasible."

"Present situation counterproductive. So much
time and effort required to placate what each
particular agency is showering with attention
at one time, i.e. sex discrimination, handi-
capped workers, economically deprived, veterans,
etc., that little funds or energies are left for

meaningful equal employment opportunity work."
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Several women's and minorities' special interest groups
were contacted including:

1. AFL-CIO Civil Rights Department.

2. Congressional Black Caucus.

3. Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.

4. National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.

5. National Council of La Raza (represents Hispanics).

6. National Organization of Women.

7. National Urban League.

Representatives of women's and minorities' special in-
terest groups were in general agreement that the present
situation is not working effectively. Most elieved that
the Government's civil rights programs should be reorganized.
The following are proposals of several of th se groups.

In January 1977, the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights prepared a position paper on measures to reorganize
and strengthen the Federal equal employment effort. The
Conference, a coalition of 135 labor, liberal, religious,
civic, and civil rights organizations, proposed that:

-- Labor's responsibilities under Executive rder 11246
and the supervision of compliance agencies be trans-
ferred to EEOC.

-- The Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council
be abolished.

-- EEOC be provided with cease and desist authority.

-- EEOC's relationship's with State/local fair employment
practice agencies be improved.

The Congressional Black Caucus proposed that Federal
equal employment efforts be consolidated within EEOC but only
after EEOC's management problems are resolved. The Caucus
believed that changes were needed to regain the confidence
of minorities and employers in the ability of the Government
to deal effectively and fairly with employment discrimination.
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The National Organization of Women proposed that the

contract compliance program be operated by EEOC after it has
demonstrated the capability to manage it.

1978 CIVIL RIGHTS REORGANIZATION

On February 23, 1978, the President approved Reorganiza-

tion Plan No. 1 of 1978, which will transfer some equal em-

ployment programs and functions from other Government agencies

to EEOC. Included are the Civil Service Commission's admin-
istration of nondiscrimination and affirmative action require-

ments in Federal employment, and Labor's administration of the

Equal Pay Act and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

The Reorganization Plan will also abolish the Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Coordinating Council and transfer its func-
tions to EEOC.

The President also announced that on October 1, 1978,
he will issue an Executive order to consolidate the contract

compliance program by shifting the compliance agencies' func-
tions and positions to Labor. The Reorganization Plan does

not provide for consolidatir the contract compliance and
title VII programs, but in announcement, the President
stated:

"By 1981, after I have had an opportunity to
review the manner in which both the EEOC and
the Labor Department are exercising their new
responsibilities, I will determine whether
further action is appropriate."

(See app. IV for the complete White House Fact Sheet describ-
ing Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978.)
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

CONCLUSIONS

Studies by us and others have indicated that over the
years, the Government's equal employment opportunity programs
have made limited progress in improving the economic status
of minorities and women and that serious problems exist in
the administration and enforcement of the title VII and con-
tract compliance programs. Although the title VII and con-
tract compliance programs have similar objectives and dual
jurisdiction over many of the same employers, the programs
use different approaches and have failed to coordinate their
activities in evaluating the equal employment opportunity
status of these employers. Both programs have concentrated
evaluation efforts on many of the same Federal contractors,
while the equal employment opportunity posture of many other
Federal contractors and private employers remains undetermined.

Overlapping evaluations have resulted since both programs
analyzed some of the same employment areas. Contractors cited
problems because of the duplicate reporting and paperwork
requirements imposed by both programs. In some cases, EEOC
and the compliance agencies imposed the same remedies on con-
tractors and in other cases, the findings were different and
remedies were inconsistent.

Neither contractors nor representatives of special in-
terest groups were satisfied with the present situation.
Many contractors expressed confusion in complying with the
equal employment opportunity requirements of two Federal
programs. Representatives of special interest groups pointed
to the need for reorganization of the Government's civil
rights programs. Past efforts to coordinate or consolidate
the two programs have been unsuccessful.

In our opinion, consolidation of the title VII and con-
tract compliance programs into a single program has the most
potential for eliminating overlap and duplication and offering
a consistent Federal equal employment opportunity policy and
program. Consolidation could be accomplished by making the
contract compliance program a part of the title VII program
or vice versa, or by establishing a new program or agency.
We believe that the underlying cause of many of the problems
between the title VII and contract compliance programs is the
division of responsibility etween EEOC and Labor and that
the Government's overall expexince indicates that these pro-
grams should be consolidated within a single agency.
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Consolidation, in and of itself, may not resolve all of
the problems of duplication, overlap, and inconsistency which
have been noted in the two programs by us and others. For
example, consolidation would not necessarily resolve the
problems within the title VII program, such as the relation-
ships between EEOC and State and local agencies discussed on
page 22. Also, consolidation would not eliminate th- repeti-
tive evaluation of contractors necessary to resolve individual
charges of alleged discrimination. Nevertheless, we believe
that the predominant problems of overlap and inconsistency
are those occurring between the title VII and contract com-
pliance proqra;ns' evaluation of systemic or class issues.
Consolidation of the two programs would, for the first time,
create within the Government a single focal point of manage-
ment which would have the responsibility and authority to
administer a uniform and consistent equal employment oppor-
tunity program.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

We recommend that the Congress consolidate the title VII
and contract compliance programs.
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CHAPTER 5

AGENCY COMMENTS

EEOC COMMENTS

EEOC agreed with the general thrust of this report and

said that to ultimately overcome the problems of coordinatinq

the title VII and contract compliance efforts, every component

of Federal equal employment enforcement should be cons .idated

in a single agency. (See app. V.) EEOC stated that it

strongly believed that such a consolidation must be in an

agency whose sole mission is to enforce equal employment laws

and regulations. EEOC also referred to reforms implemented

pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978 and to other

recent or planned improvements in program administration, 
and

expressed the view that these reforms would help in resolving

the problems of inconsistency and duplication discussed 
in

this report. Recent or planned reforms cited by EEOC include:

--Establishment of greater uniformity in the method-

ologies of investigating systemic discrimination

charaes and the conduct of contract compliance

reviews.

-- Implementation of the new rapid charge-processing

system and backlog charge-processing system to limit

investigation to the individual charge rather than

expanding to class charges, whenever oossible.

-- Adoption of combined reporting requirements so that

employers need submit only one report acceptable to

EEOC and Labor.

-- Proposed guidelines on remedial and/or affirmative

action under title VII as a step toward unifying

remedies and reducing the incidence of conflicting

remedies.

-- Approved standards for selecting employers for systemic

inquiries. Wherever feasible, EEOC and Labor will co-

ordinate and divide investigation and compliance review

responsibility.

-- Planned integration of State and local fair employment

practice agencies' referral systems with EEOC's new

rapid charge-processing system.
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LABOR COMMENTS AND OUR ANALYSIS

!,abor's comment

In commenting on this report (see app. VI), Labor refer-
red to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978 and the President's
stated intention of determining by 1981 whether further accion
is appropriate concerning EEOC's and Labor's responsibilities.
Labor said the interval between 1978 and 1981 was needed so
that Labor and EEOC could restructure and improve administra-
tion of their programs and develop a more sophisticated dia-
logue regarding any subsequent steps to achieve a unified,
coherent Federal structure to combat job discrimination.

Our analys i s

We realize that in any major reorganization of Government
programs, there is an interval during which restructuring and
change occurs. We believe the title VII and contract compli-
ance programs should be consolidated and it is likely hat
such a consolidation will result in restructuring and change.
In our opinion, the interval between 1978 and 1981 could be
better utilized for the restructuring and change associated
with a consolidation of the title VII and contract compliance
programs.

Most of the problems between the title VII and contract
compliance programs described in this report are attributable
to the division of management responsibility between two
agencies. Until the two programs are consolidated, we believe
this inherent problem will continue to handicap the effective-
ness of the Government's equal employment opportunity efforts.

Labor's comment

Labor said the contract compliance program had certain
distinctive advantages over other Federal equal employment
programs which might be lost or greatly reduced if the
title VII and contract compliance programs are consolidated.
The advantages cited by Labor include the following:

---Unlike EEOC, the contract compliance program has au-
rhority to initiate compliance investigations in-
dependently of discrimination charges.

--The primary focus of the compliance review process is
on systemic or class-wide employment problems which
affect greater numbers of persons than complaint or
charge-oriented procedures.
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--The contract compliance program can and des impose
higher standards on Government contractors than
title VII imposes on employers generally, ad the
contract compliance program is not bound by the
restrictions found in some equal employment laws.

-- The contract compliance program is enforced primarily
through administrative hearings rather than through
cumbersome and time-consuming judicial proceedings.

Our analysis

We agree that the contract compliance program has some
advantages over the title VII program. However, it should be
noted that EEOC has authority to undertake enforcement activi-
ties independent of discrimination charges. This authority
is contained in section 707 of title VII, which authorizes
the initiation of pattern and practice investigations of
employers suspected of discrimination.

Labor's comment indicates it believes that if the
title VII and contract compliance programs are consolidated,
the advantages of the contract compliance program would be
minimized or eliminated, and the consolidated agency would
operate primarily on the basis of title VII authority. We
believe that in consolidating the two programs, the best
features of each program should be retained. We also believe
that the higher standards for Government contractors could
and should be retained under any consolidation.

Labor's comment

Labor said our report did not adequately describe how
contractors included in our study were selected.

Our analys is

We revised appendix III to describe in greater detail
the sampling techniques used to select contractors included
in our study.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

PRIOR GAO REPORTS ON TITLE VII AND

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS CONCERNING

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

1. "The Equal Employment Opportunity Program for Fed-
eral Nonconstruction Contractors Can Be Improved"
(MWD-75-63, Apr. 29, 1975).

2. "More Assurances Needed That Colleges and Universities
With Government Contracts Provide Equal Employment
Opportunity" (MWD-75-72, Aug. 25, 1975).

3. "The Federal Equal Employment Program for Northeast
Oklahoma Construction Projects is Weak" (MWD-76-86,
May 28, 1976).

A "More Action Needed to Insure That Financial Institu-
tions Provide Equal Employment Opportunity," (MWD-76-95,
June 24, 1976).

5. "The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Has Made
Limited Progress in Eliminating Employment Discrimi-
nation" (HRD-76-147, Sept. 28, 1976).
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

APPENDIX I

LLIM (mi3 GUN. womm - Nin, mW.

mNw. .a , p..
P v. ms. _m (e W.)

a""'-_"" " CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTE ON EDUCATIC*4 AND LAOR

3IK!COMM lIRE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNmE
11t He wc BLmLuNB ANlNE

WAHINOWEN, D.C. -1

October 20, 1976

Honorabl Elmer B. taats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
441 Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

Your staff recently briefed the Subcommittee staff on its survey of
the problems in Pennsylvania associated with the duplicative and overlapping
enf'orcement of equal employment opportunity requirements by the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission and Labor's Office of Federal Contract Cmpliance
Programs. I requested that this survey be made to inquire ir greater depth
into the recommendation by the Civil Rights Commission that all of the Govern-
ment's EEO programs be consolidated into a single "super" agency.

The survey results as reported by your staff indicate that there are
serious problems between EEOC and OFCCP in the development of a coordinated
approach to enforcing the Government's EEO requirements. Our Subcommittee
plans tb decide what legislative recommendations it should make during the
next Congress, and to assist us in this effort, I would like for your office
to make a more detailed study of this issue on a nationwide basis and report
your findings and recomnendations by August of next year.

Sincerely,

AFH:sgc
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF NATIONWIDE

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY OF FEDERAL CONTRACTORS

SAMPLE SELECTION

Three contract compliance agencies--DOD, ERDA, and GSA--
perform about 80 percent of all compliance evaluations of
supply and service contractors. Labor provided us with lists
of contractors evaluated by each of these agencies in fiscal
year 1976. We used statistical sampling techniques to take
a stratified random smple from each of the agency lists.

We used a statistical sampling formula and applied the
following criteria:

-- Size of the universe, i.e., the number of compliance
reviews performed by each agency.

-- An epected 38-percent rate of overlapping evaluations
between the title VII and contract compliance programs.
The expected 38-rercent rate was based on preliminary
work by our office in Pennsylvania.

--A 95-percent confidence level.

--A plus or minus 5-percent acceptable sampling error
rate.

Based on the formula and above criteria, we computed the
sample size for each agency. By dividing the universe by
the sample size for each agency, we computed the necessary
sampling intervals. Using random numbers, we selected a
starting point from each agency's universe and based on the
sampling interval, completed the selection of the sample.

Questionnaires were mailed to all Federal contractors
in our sample, and about 75 percent returned useable re-
sponses. These contractors were located in 46 States and
the District of Columbia, and represented a wide range of
industries including manufacturing, retail merchandising,
electrical and electronic machinery equipment, primary
metals, and chemicals. They ranged in size from 3 to
22,500 employees and had an average of 753 employees.
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

PURPOSE OF QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

A primary objective of our questionnaire survey was to
obtain information on the number of Federal contractors that
underwent equal employment evaluations by the title VII and
contract compliance programs. Contractors were requested to
provide information relative to the type and nature of
evaluations performed under both programs for the period
1974 through 1976. Contractors were also given the oppor-
tunity to provide opinions and recommendations on the Govern-.
ment's equal employment programs.

The following tables present summarizations and projec-
tions of various information obtained from our questionnaire
survey.

Table 1

Random Samples of Federal Supply and Service Contractors

Evaluated_ yDOD, ERDA_, and GSA Contract Compliance

Agencies During Fiscal Year 1976

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Universe 6,723 676 678 8,077

2. Random sample mailed questionnaires 335 225 226 786

3. Returned:

3A. Useable 247 163 177 588

3B. Percent (3A ; 2) x 100 73.7 72.5 78.3 4.7

4A. Not useable (undeliverable,
declined to participate,
out of business, etc.) 35 14 15 64

Percent (4A . 2) x 100 10.5 6.2 6.6 9.1

5A. Not returned: 53 48 34 135

Percent (5A , 2) x 100 15.8 21.3 15.1 17.2

6A. Adjusted universe (by compliance
agency) (3B x 1) (note a) 4,957 490 531

6B. Total adjusted universe (sum of 6A) __-_ 5,978

a/Estimates from questionnaire survey are based on universe figures
adjusted to reflect the percentage of useable responses.
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Table 2

Estimate of Federal Supply and Service Contractors

Evaluated Under Both Contract Compliance and

Title VII Programs During 1974 Through 1976

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Adjusted universe (see table 1) 4,957 490 531 5,978

2.. Useable responses (see table 1) 247 163 177 587

3. Sample contractors also
evaluated by title VII
program:

3A. Number i., 71 71 271

3B. Percent (3A 2) x 100 92.2 43.5 40.1 -

Estimate of Contractors Evaluated Under Both Contract

Compliance and Title VII Programs

4A. By compliance agency (3B x 1) 2,589 213 213 -

4B. Total (sum of 4A) - - - 3,015

Percent (4B ' 1 Total) x 100 - - - 50.4
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Table 3A

Estimate of Federal Supply and Service Contractors

That Experienced Overlapping Evaluations Under

The Two Programs Durin_ 1974_Through 1976

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Estimate of total contractors
evaluated under both contract
compliance and title VII pro-
grams (see table 2) 2,589 213 213 3,015

2. Sample contractors evaluated
under both contract compliance
and title VII programs (see
table 2) 129 71 71 271

Contractors That Experienced Overlap

3A. Sample contractors by compliance
agency 65 26 37 128

3B. Percent (3A 2) x 100 50.4 35.6 52.1 -

Estimate of Total Contractors:

4A. By compliance agency
(3B x 1) 1,305 78 111 -

4B. Total (sum of 4A) - - 1,494

4C. Percent (4B . 1 Total) x 100 - - 49.6
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Table 3B

Manner in Which Overlap Occurred for Contractors

Evaluated Under Both Programs During 1974 Through 1976

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Estimate of total contractors that
experienced overlap (see table 3A) 1,305 78 111 1,494

2. Sample contractors that experienced
overlap (see table 3A) 65 26 37 128

Manner in Which Overlap Occured

For Sample Contractors:

3. Between compliance agency and EEOC only 26 11 9 -

3A. Percent (3 2) x 100 40.0 42.3 24.3

4. Between compliance agency and State/
local agency only 15 8 13

4A. Percent (4 * 2) x 100 23.1 30.7 35.1

5. Between compliance agency and both
EEOC and State/local agency 24 7 15 -

5A. Percent (5 2) x 100 36.9 26.9 40.5 -

Estimate of Total Contractors:

6A. Between compliance agency and EEOC only

By compliance agency (3A x 1) 522 33 27 -

6B. Total (sum of 6A) - - - 582

7A. Between compliance agency and State/
local agency only

By compliance agency (4A x 11) 301 24 39 -

7B. Total (sum of 7A) - - - 364

8A. Between compliance agency and both
EEOC and State/local agency

By compliance agency (5A x 1) 482 21 45 -

8B. Total (sum of 8A) - - - 548

9. TOTAL (sum of 6A + 7A + 8A) - - _ 1,494
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Table 4

EstimaLe of Contractors That_Fxper ienced Paperwork and

Reporting Duplication Because of the Two Programs

(1974 Through 1976)

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Estimate of total contractors
evaluated under both contract
compliance and title VII pro-
grams (see table 2) 2,589 213 213 3,015

2. Sample contractors evaluated
under both contract compliance
and title VII programs (see
table 2) 129 71 71 271

Paperwork and Reportinq Duplication Because of

Reguirements Impsed by the TwoProgroams

Sample contractors that had
duplication from a moderate
to a very large extent

3A. By compliance agency 79 39 39 157

3B. Percent (3A - 2) x 100 61.2 54.9 54.9 -

Estimate of Contractors That
Had Duplication From a Moderate
To Very Large Extent:

4A. By compliance agency
(3B x 1) 1,586 117 117

4B. TOTAL (sum of 4A) _ 1,820

4C. Percent
(4B - 1 Total) x 100 60.4
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Table 5

Estimates of the Same, SimilarL__9rDifferent

Remedies_Required byBothPrras

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Estimate of total contractors evaluated under
both contract compliance and title VII pro-
grams (see table 2) 2,589 213 213 3,015

2. Sample crn.tractcrs evaluated under both con-
tract complance and title VII programs
(see table 2) 129 71 71 271

Commwitments Made to Provide Remedial Relief cs a

Result of EEOC Investiqations

3A. Sample contractors by compliance agency 31 20 12 63

Percent (3A - 2) x 100 24.0 28.2 16.9 -

Estimate of Tuotal Contractors:

4A. By compliance agency (3B x 1) 622 60 36 -

48. Total (sum of 4A) - - - 718

Percent (48 L 1 Total) x 100 - - - 23.8

Relief Required_y EEOC Included Commitments to

Affirmative Action Goal and Timetables

5A. Sample contractors by compliance agency 8 6 6 20

5B. Percent (SA 3A) x 100 25.8 30.0 50.0 -

6. Estimate of Total Contractors:

6A. By compliance agency (58B x 4A) 160) 18 18 -

68. Total (sum of 6A) - - - 196

EEOC Goals and Tim aidnt.s Same as or Similar to Those

In Affirmative Action i rams_ Requied_ by_ontract Comeliance Aency

7A. Sample contractors by compliance agency 3 3 5 11

7B. Percent (7A . 5A) x 100 37.5 50.0 83.3 -

8. Estimate of Total Contractors:

8A. By compliance agency (7B x 6A) 60 9 15 -

8B. Total (sum of A) _-_ 84

EEOC Goals and Timetables Different Than Those In

Affirmative Action ProqramR Reguired _B_ContraectComeliance Agency

9A. Sample contractors by compliance agency 5 3 1 9

9B. Percent (9A 5A) x 100 62.5 50.0 16.7 -

10. Estimate of Total Contractors:

10A. By compliance agency (9 x 6A) 100 9 3 -

10B. TOTAL (sum of 10A) _- - 112
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Table 6

Estimate of Contractors That Experienced Overlapping

Evaluations Within the Title VII Program

(1974 Through 1976)

DOD ERDA GSA Total

1. Estimate of total contractors
evaluated under both contract
compliance and title VII pro-
grams (see table 2) 2,5F9 213 213 3,015

2. Sample contractors evaluated
under both contract compli-
ance and title VII programs
(see table 2) 129 71 71 271

Sample Cfntractors Evaluated By Both EEOC and a

State/Local Ancy Within Title VII Pogram

3A. By compliance agency 56 34 26 116

3B. Pezcent (3A 2) x 100 43.4 47.9 36.6 -

Estimate of Total Contractors:

4A. By compliance agency (3B 1) 1,124 102 78 -

4B. Total (sum of 4A) - - - 1,304

4C. Percent (4B 1 Total) x 100 - - - 43.3

Sample Contractors That Experience

Overlap Between EEOC and A State/Local Aency

within Title VII Program

5A. By compliance agency 36 15 15 66

SB. Percent (5A 3A) x 100 64.3 44.1 57.7 -

Estimate of Total Contractors
That Experienced Overlap Within
Title VII Program:

6A. By compliance agency (5B x 4A) 723 45 45 -

6B. Total (sum of 6A) - - - 813

6C. Percent (6B - 4B Total) x 100 - - - 62.3
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Table 7

Pro2iec,,ionsof_OriginalRandom Sample

(95-Percent Confidence Level)

Range based on sampling error at
Universe estimate the_95-percent confidence level

Table Description Number Percent Number Percent

1 Contractors evaluated under
Title VII and Contract Compli-
ance Programs 3,015 50.4 2,711 to 3,319 45.3 to 55.5

3A Contractors experiencing over-
lapping evaluations 1,494 49.5 1,274 to 1,714 42.2 to 56.8

3B Contractors experiencing overlap
between compliance agency and
EEOC only 582 38.9 430 to 734 28.7 to 49.1

3B Contractors eperiencing overlap
between compliance agency and
State/local agency only 364 24.4 233 to 495 15.6 to 33.2

38 Contractors experiencing overlap
between compliance agency and
both EEOC and State/local agency 548 36.7 397 to 697 26.5 to 46.7

4 Contractors that experienced
paperwork and reporting duplica-
tion 1,820 60.4 1,606 to 2,034 53.2 to 67.4

5 Contractors that made commitments
to provide remedial relief as a
result of EEOC investigations 718 23.8 530 to 906 17.6 to 30.0

5 Contractors where relief required
by EEOC included commitments to
affirmative action goals and
timetables 196 27.4 103 to 291 14.3 to 40.5

5 Contractors where EEOC required
goals and timetables similar to
those required under Contract
Compliance Program 84 42.8 31 to 137 15.8 to 69.8

5 Contractors where EEOC required
goals and timetables different
than those required under Con-
tract Compliance Program 112 57.2 60 to 166 30.2 to 84.2

6 Contractors evaluated by both
EEOC and a State/local agency
within Title VII Program 1,304 43.3 1,086 t 1,522 36.0 to 50.4

6 Contractors experiencing overlap
within Title VII Program 813 62.3 674 to 952 51.7 to 72.9
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FOR RELEASE AT 2:30 P.M. FEBRUARY 23, 1978

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE

FACT SHEET

The President sent Congress today a plan to reorganize the
Federal Government's equal employment opportunity enforcement
activities. The plan makes the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission the principal agency in fair employment enforce-
ment. Together with other Presidential actions announced
today, the plan consolidates equal employment opportunity
programs and lays the foundation of a single, coherent fed-
eral structure to combat job discrimination it, all its forms.

The reorganization plan is the third to be recommended by the
President under special reorganization authority adopted by
Congress in April 1977. Earlier plans have reorganized the
Executive Office of the President and created a new Inter-
national Communication Agency, combining the programs of the
United States Information Agency and the State Department's
educational and cultural affairs programs. Such reorganiza-
tion plans go into effect automatically unless either House
votes to disapprove them within 60 legislative days.

The equal employment plan sent to Congress today transfers
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission several non-
discrimination responsibilities currently held by other gov-
ernmental units. These authorities, which will be trans-
ferred on an incremental basis, include the following:

-- to coordinate all federal equal employment programs,
an authority currently held by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinating Council (to be implemented
by July 1, 1978);

--to ensure equal employment opportunity for federal
employees, now held by the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission (October 1, 1978);

-- to enforce the Equal Pay Act and the Age Discrimina-
tion in Employment Act, now held by the Labor Depart-
ment (July 1, 1979).
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The President also announced today that he will. issue an
Executive Order consolidating responsibility for ensuring
nondiscrimination compliance by federal contractors in he
Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs. The Labor Department currently shares this au-
thority with eleven other governmental departments and agen-
cies. Thi consolidation of "contract compliance" responsi-
bility will take effect October 1, 1978. The President said
he would review by 1981 all aspects of equal employment op-
portunity enforcement. His review, to encompass the Labor
Department's performance as well as the EEOC's, will deter-
mine whether further changes are desirable.

(Note: Page [65 of this report] contains a chart illus-
trating current allocation of equal employment authority
compared with proposed reorganization.)

Agencies and Programs Involved

The Federal Government has been involved directly in combating
employment discrimination since 1940 when President Roosevelt
issued the first Executive Order prohibiting discrimination by
government agencies. Since that time the Congress. the courts
and the Executive Branch have taken major steps to extend
equal employment opportunity protection throughout the private
and public sectors of the economy.

Adoption of each new nondiscrimination prohibition has brought
with it a further dispersal of equal employment opportunity
responsibility. This fragmentation of nondiscrimination a-
thority among a number of federal agencies has meant confusion
and erratic enforcement for employees, regulatory duplication
and needless expense for employers.

Today there are almost 40 separate equal employment opportun-
ity requirements which apply to employers in the private and
public sectors. Eighteen different departments and agencies
have responsibility for enforcing them:

-- The Equal Employment Opportunity_Commission (EEOC)
was established by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to enforce a broad statutory prohibition
against discrimination in employment on the basis of
race, religion, sex or national origin. The EEOC
investigates charges of discrimination and attempts
to resolve by conciliation those in which discrimi-
nation appears to have occurred. Where conciliation
fails, the EEOC may bring suit against private em-
ployers or unions.
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-- The Department of Labor carries out major equal
employment responsibilities through its Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and the
Wage and Hour Division of the Employment Standards
Administration.

The OFCCP has responsibility for enforcement of Execu-
tive Order 11246, which prohibits discrimination in
employment on the basis of race, religion, sex or
national origin, and requires affirmative action by
government contractors.

While the Labor Department coordinates enforcement of
the "contract compliance" program, it is administered
by 11 other departments and agencies. These "compli-
ance agencies" monitor the equal employment compliance
of government contractors in designated industrial
classifications by conducting pre-award surveys, re-
views of affirmative action plans, complaint and
routine investigations, and administrative actions to
ensure compliance. The OFCCP prescribes the standards
and procedures to be followed by compliance agencies
and audits their performance. The OFCCP also is re-
sponsible for enforcement of statutes requiring govern-
ment contractors to take affirmative action to employ
arid advance qualified handicapped individuals, disabled
veterans and veterans of the Vietnam era.

Labor's Wage and Hour Division administers the Equal
Pay Act of 1963 (EPA) and the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA). The EPA prohibits em-
ployers subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act from
paying unequal wages to men and women doing essentially
the same work. The ADEA created a broad prohibition,
similar to that in Title VII, against discrimination
on the basis of age for those between the ages of 40
and 65.

--The Department of Justice is responsible for litigation
against State and local governments under Title VII.
The Department also represents the government in law-
suits to enforce prohibitions against discrimination
by government contractors. The Attorney General is
authorized, in addition, to file su t in "pa-tern or
practice" cases nder several other statutes prohibit-
ing discrimination in federal grant programs.
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-- The Civil Service Commission (CSC) enforces Title VII
and all other nondiscrimination and affirmative action
requirements in ederal employment. The CSC rules on
complaints filed by individuals and monitors affirma-
tive action plans submitted annually by other federal
agencies.

-- The Ecqual Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council
includes representatives from EEOC, Labor, Justice,
CSC and the Civil Rights Commission. It is charged
with coordinating the federal equal employment oppor-
tunity enforcement effort and with eliminating overlap
and inconsistent standards.

--In addition to these major government units, other
agencies enforce various equal employment opportunity
requirements which apply to specific programs. The
Department of reasury, for example, administers the
anti-discrimination prohibitions applicable to recipi-
ents of revenue-sharing funds.

Weaknesses of Present Organization

Scattered responsibility for equal employment opportunity en-
forcement has resulted in the following weaknesses:

--inconsistent compliance standards, investigative pro-
grams and paperwork requirements;

--multiple enforcement proceedings in different forums
against he same employer;

--confusion amonq employees about how and where to seek
redress;

-- inadequate leadership, management and funding at some
agencies;

-- lack of accountability;

-- conflicts between agency program objectives and their
rtsponsibility to enforce the civil rights laws.
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Summary of Proposed Rorganization

By Reorganization Plan:

1. Abolish the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council and transfer its duties to the EEOC.

While the Equal Employment Opportunitv Coordinating Counci
was established to eliminate conflict. competition, duplica-
tion and inconsistency among federal equal employment pro-
grams, these problems have grown worse during the ast

five years.

The reorganization plan abolishes the Council, which has no
staff of its own, and transfers its authority to the EEOC on
July 1, 1978. Transfer of the Council's responsibilities to
the EEOC places the Commission at the center of equal employ-

ment opportunity enforcement. The responsibilities which the
EEOC assumes include: the development of substantive equal
employment standards applicable to the entire federal govern-
ment, standardization of federal data collection procedures,
creation of joint training programs, establishment of require-
ments to ensure that information is shared among the enforce-

ment agencies, and development of government-wide complaint
and compliance review methods.

The President announced today that when the reorganization
plan is approved, he will issue an Executive Order providing
for prior consultation by the EEOC with any agency affected
by a Commission action. This order will establish a proce-
dure for reviewing major disputed issues within che Executive
Office of the President.

2. Transfer responsibility for ensuring equal employment
opportunities for federal emn1oyeesTTm te Civil ServTce
Commission to the EEOC.

The Civil Service Commission is responsible for enforcing all
nondiscrimination and affirmative action requirements in fed-
eral employment. Unlike private employees and employees of
State and local governments, fede al employees must look to
their own agencies and to the Cvil Service Commission for
the vindication of their equal employment rights under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
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The reorganization plan would transfer authority to ensure
equal employment for federal employees to the EEOC on
October 1, 1978. The plan would involve the transfer of
approximately 100 positions and $6.5 million from the Civil
Service Commission to the EEOC. The effect will be to es-
tablish for federal employees the same nondiscrimination
protections as those afforded non-federal employees.

3. Transfer of responsibility for enforcing the Equal Pay
Act and Age Discrimination in Employment Act from the Labor
Department to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967 are currently administered by the
Labor Department's Wage and Hour Division.

Sex discrimination prohibitions in the Equal Pay Act and the
Civil Rights Act (Title VII) are essentially duplicative.
While Title VII covers a broader range of discriminatory erm-
ployment. practices based on sex, virtually any violation of
the Equal Pay Act also is a violation of the Civil Piahts
Act. A virtually complete overlap also exists in the cover-
age of employers, employment agencies and labor organizations
between Title VII and the Age Discrimination Act.

Employees and job applicants are confused by this dplication.
Also, employers are forced to deal with a number of federal
agencies on similar matters, each agency having different
standards, rules and procedures.

The reorganization plan transfers the Equal Pay Act enforce-
ment responsibility to the EEOC effective July 1, 1979. The
shift will transfer 198 positions and $5.3 million. The
objective is to minimize overlap, better allocate resources,
and centralize federal enforcement of sex discrimination
prohibitions. It will provide the EEOC with additional en-
forcement powers to strengthen its efforts against sex dis-
crimination in employment. The EEOC would be able to initiate
reviews, for example, without first having to engage in pro-
longed negotiations.

The plan transfers the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
enforcement responsibility to the EEOC effective July 1, 1979.
This shift will result in the transfer of 119 positions and
$3.5 million.
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4. Clarify the Attorney General's authority to initiate
"pattern or practice" suits under Title VII against State
or local governments.

By Executive Order:

Amend Executive Order 11246 to terminate the authority
of 11 government agencies currently responsible for ensuring
compliance by federal contractors with its nondiscrimination
prohibitions and to consolidate this authority in the Office
of Contract Compliance Programs of the Labor Department.

Eleven government agencies are now vested with the responsi-
bility to ensure compliance by federal contractors with
Executive Order 11246. Issued by President Johnson in 1965,
this order prohibits discrimination by government contractors
on the basis of race, color, religion or national origin (sex
discrimination was added in 1967 by Executive Order 11375.)

The President announced today he will issue an Executive Order
amendment consolidating compliance authority in the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs on October 1, 1978. This
consolidation will establish accountability and promote con-
sistent standards, procedures, and reporting requirements.
It would relieve many contractors of the burden of being
subject to multiple agencies. (This shift will result in a
transfer of 1,571 positions to the Department of Labor.)
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COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED ALLOCATION
OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITIES

CURRENT DISPERSED
RESPONSIBILITY EQUAL EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITIES PROPOSED CONSOLIDATION

AGENCY PROGRAM ] DISCR1MINATION | EMPLOYERS AGENCY TIMING
-__--- _ |COVERED I COVERED

EEOC TITLE VII RACE, COLOR, PRIVATE AND EEOC
RELIGION, SEX, PUBLIC NON-
NATIONAL ORIGIN FEDERAL LM-

PLOYERS AND
UNIONS

LABOR (Wage EQUAL PAY ACT, SEX, PRIVATE AND EEOC JULY 199
and Hour) AGE DISCRIHIVA- AGE PUBLIC NON-

TION ACT FEDERAL EM- JULY 1979
PLOYERS. AND
UNIONS

CIVIL TITLE VII, EXE- RACE, COLOR FEDERAL EEOC OCTOBERI
SERVICE CUTIVE ORDER RELIGION, SEX GOVERNMENT 1978
COMMISSION 11478, EQUAL NATIONAL ORIGIN

PAY ACT, AGE AL-, HANDICAP-
DISCRIMINATION PED
ACT, REHABIL!-
TATION ACT

EEOCC* COORDINATION OF EEOC JULY 1979
ALL FEDERAL ......... .......
EQUAL EPLOY-
MENT PROGRAMS

LABOR (OFCCP] VIETNAM VETER- VETERANS FEDERAL
ANS READJUST- CONTRACTORS
MENT ACT, RE- HANDICAPPED
HABILITATION
ACT

COMERCE EXECUTIVE RACE, COLOR FEDERAL LABOR OCTOBER
DEFENSE ORDERS 11246, RELIGION, SEX, CONTRACTORS (OFC) 19
ENERGY 11375 NATIONAL ORIGIN
EPA
CSA
HEW
HUD
INTERIOR
SBA
DOT
TREASURY

JUSTICE TITLE VII, RACE, CLOR, PUBFEDERAL EM- JUSTICE NO
EXECUTIVE OR- RELIGION, SEX, POYERACHANGE
DER 11246, NATIONAL ORIGIN
SELECTED FEDER- FEDERAL
AL GRANT PRO- CONTRACTORS
GRAMS AND GRANTEE 

* A number of Federal gr.ant statutes include a provision barring employment discrimina-
tion by recipients based on a variety of grounds ncluding race, color, sex, and
national origin. Under the reorganization plan, the activities of these agencies
will be coordinated by the EEOC.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGION, D. C. 2050

April 3, 1978

OFFICE OF THE CHAIR

Mr. Elmer Staats
Comptroller General of th-

United States
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Strats -

Your report on Federal Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) promises to be
a very valudble and timely assessment tool for remedying problems cf over-
'apping responsibility in federal equal employment enforcement. I appreciate
the opportunity t comment on it during the draft stage.

You have described well the most significant problems that hate plagued the
EEOC in the past. I particularly appreciate the recognition your report has
given to the internal reforms we have designed to solve those problems that
may be corrected unilaterally by this Commission.

Comments on Equal Employment Opportunity Programs for the Private Sector,
attached to this letter, are keyed to specific subjects addressed in your
draft report, which I hope you find useful in preparing your final report.

I agree with the general thrust of the report. Most of the problems you
identify are inevitable consequences of the dispersion of federal responsi-
bility for enforcing the many equal employment laws, regulations, executive
orders and policies. It was this dispersion and accompanying duplication
and confusion that prompted the President to submit to the Congress
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978. He announced at the same time his
intention to revise Executive Order 11246 to consolidate all Contract
Compliance units in the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, Department
of Labor.

As you know, the Plan designates the EEOC as the principal federal equal
employment enforcement agency. The clear lesson of reports such as yours,
and that of the OMB Civil Rights Reorganization Task Force, is that a coherent
federal job discrimination program requires focus in a single agency. Con-
solidation in one agency creates a focal point to which employers and
individuals can look for standards, guidance and information. And with one
agency responsible for an effective, cohesive federal program, accountability
to the public and the Congress will be assured.
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Thus, I agree with your conclusion that to ultimately overcome the problems of
coordinating the contract compliance and Title VII efforts, every component of
federal EEO enforcement should be in a single agency. We strongly believe
that such consolidation must be in an agency whose sole mission is to enforce
EEO laws and regulations. The model of an independent or quasi-independent
commission to enforce all the equal opportunity laws of a jurisdiction has
proven the only endurable model and is in fact used by virtually all the states
and localities. Most professionals and human rights groups feel strongly that
equal opportunity laws must be enforced by a commission free from everyday
political entanglements rather than by a line agency. This point was reiterated
time and again by the many groups qestioned during the consultation period
by the OMB Civil Rights Reorganization Task Force. Thus the OMB decided
against recommending a single administration to replace this Commission and
recommended instead that the Commission be the single-mission agency vehicle.
The multi-mission Department of Labor, although highly capable, wouid not
provide the essential single-mission focus. The President has indicated that
he intends to review the operations of EEOC and OFCCP in 1980 to determine
whether it is appropriate at that time to consolidate the contract compliance
program and EEOC. I am confident that EEOC could have handled a consoli-
dation at this time. However, a two-step process will assure time for
improvement for both programs. I look forward to a c iose relationship with
the OFCCP and Director Weldon Rougeau as we move toward a vastly improved
equal employment opportunity effort.

In the meantime, the transfer of the responsibilities of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinating Council to the EEOC, scheduled under the President's
Plan for July 1, 1978, will give us the means to tackle many of the problems
of inconsistency and duplication which you identify in your report.

[See GAO note, p. 68.1

The organizational changes mentioned above will not, of course, as you note
in the conclusion of your report, cure all the problems you identify. For
example, they will barely reach the overlaps associated with State and Local
FEP Agencies. EEOC is currently taking steps that will alleviate many of
these problems and out internal reorganization and procedural reforms consti-
tute significant steps toward such improvements. As we begin to exercise
the new federal coordination role, I am sure we wi I continue to find ways
to establish uniformity and eliminate overlapping burdens on employers.
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I again wish to thank you for your very constructive criticisms and particularly
for your official recognition of the changes we have made to deal with the
problems you identify. All your studies and reports relating to EEOC have been
very valuable to me and I look forward to your continued reviews and assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Eleanor Holmes Norton

EHN/clb
Enclosure

GAO note: Deleted comments refer to material contained in

the draft report which has been revised or not

included in the final report.
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COMMENTS
ON

GAO'S DRAFT REPORT ON
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

[See GAO note, p. 68.]

Congress is now considering a request for an FY '78 supplemental

which will enable us to implement our new charge processing systems

nationwide and to take control of our backlog.

The supplemental increase of $13,950,000 for FY '78 will be used

to establish 732 new positions and includes $6 million for State and local

fair employment practices agencies. The supplemental funds would bring

EEOC's total FY '78 budget to $91 million, and marks an unprecedented

increase for EEOC that represents the President's determination to revitalize

the governmen.'s lead equal employment agency. The support of the OMB

and the President for this supplemental was based on the demonstrated

progress of the Commission in improving the management and procedural

operations of EEOC.
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CHAPTER 2

OVERLAP AND INCONSISTENCY

1. Problems Between the Title VII and Contract Compliance Proarams

a. Overlapping evaluations. I would agree generally with your assertion

that employers' doule and sometimes triple exposure to investigation is due

to: 1) dual jurisdiction; 2) different approach and methodology of the con-

tract compliance units as compared with the Title VII program and the

activities of the State and local fair employment agencies; 3) the priority

given to employers with large workforces by both Title VII and the contract

compliance program.

With the assumption of the policy-making authority of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Coordinating Counci. as proposed in the President's

Reorganization Plan, the EEOC will be able to establish greater niformity

in the methodologies of investigating systemic discrimination charges and

the conduct of contract compliance reviews, thus decreasing the need for

overlapping investigation and duplicative reporting. This authority will

be spelled out explicitly in an Executive Order.

Commission policy to limit investigation of individual charges to

the individual harm rather than to expand to class charges is now being

implemented in our new Rapid Charge Processing System and Backlog Charge

Processing System. The result will be a decrease in overlap, which your

report notes seldom occurs on an individual charge that is not expanded

into a class investigation.
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b. Paperwork and reporting problems. Your report identified as one

of the most persistent problems the duplication experienced by employers

who must comply with the two agencies' paperwork and reporting require-

ments.

We subscribe to the goal of limiting emplcyers' compliance require-

ments, and intend to rely on AAP's and compliance progress reports

established by the contract compliance program wherever possible. Where

additional requirements arise from EEOC investigations, we will work for

a combinfd reporting requirement so that the employer need submit only

onc .iport. At the most, the employer should have to submit only supple-

nental eports. I intend, over the next two years to work with the OFCCP

to make common reporting requirements an operating reality.

In house, we are reviewing all six of our employment surveys for:

nece.-ity of dta, frequency of data and duplication with other agencies.

As an example, we have requested that the Office of Federal Statistical

Policy and Standards, Department of Commerce, join with EEOC, the

Department of Labor and the Veterans Administration to develop one form

that will satisfy all of our requirements for data on apprentices and applicants

for apprenticeship training.

The transfer of authority of the EEOCC will boost both of these efforts.

c. Remedies required by both rograms. Your report states that many

employers have been subjected to different and perhaps inconsistent remedies
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imposed by EEOC and OFCCP. OFCCP remedies are

oriented toward obtaining future opportunities for

minorities and women through goals and timetables.

EEOC remedies may include goals and timetables, but

they are also often remedies for past discrimination,

in the form of backpay o the requiremtlt to discontinue

discriminatory practices.

However, the real problem has not, at least in

recent years, been policy differences between EEOC and

OFCCP. The problem has been the barriers erected

against uniformity at the operating level. Operating

personnel have not been managed in a manner that

ensured cooperating in carrying out the policies. As

compliance units are consolidated in OFCCP in accord-

ance with the President's plan to reorganize EEO

programs, and as the EEOC reforms take full effect,

we should see the policy agreement on standards become

more prevalent in the practices at the operating levels

of both programs.

The Commission's recently proposed Guidelines on

Remedial rnid/or Affirmative Action Appropriate under Title VII

(42 FR 4826 ecember 28, 1977) are a step toward unifying

remedies. The proposed guidelines state that an employer

who has eason to bUlieve that he or s'ie might be i violation

of Title VII may rely on a valid affirmative action plan (such as
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that complying with OFCCP regulations) without liability for any Title VII

charges resulting from actions taken to implement the plan. We expect

a reduction, under these guidelines, in the incidence of conflicting remedies.

2. Factors Contributing to Overlap and Inconsistency

a. Concentration on large contractors. You state that both EEOC and

OFCCP tend to concentrate resources on companies with large workforces.

The merit of such an approach is that it maximizes results, but it has the

drawback of leaving undetermined the EEO posture of many other employers.

The Commission recently announced standards (see attachment) under

which companies are to be sel" cted for systemic inquiries. Size of the

workforce is relevant of course, but other factors may be equally relevant

-a compaly's workforce profile compared with similar employers, or the

large numb( Di job opportunities offered by high turnover retes or expansion.

When the Commissicn? initiates a systemic action, our procedures

will require checking with OFCCP and State and local FEPC's to take

advantage of their reviews, and we will to the extent legally permissible

utilize their data. As EEOC begins utilizing its EEOCC authority, inves-

tigation standards and remedies will become more uniform. The EEOC and

OFCCP will, wherever it is feasible, also begin to coordinate and divide

investigation and compliance review responsib idty. This should alleviae

further the burden of the overlapping "evaluations" you note In your report.

However, as your report points out, there are fundamentally different

objcctives in the two programs which must be reconciled in each case before
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a single "evaluation" can serve both programs. The best that can be

achieved in some cases is that where different remedies are necessary

they will at least be "complimentary" rather than "inconsistent".

3. Problems Within the Title VII Program

a. Reinvestigation of FEP resolutions. The problem you emphasize

in this area is the overlapping evaluation of the contractor that occurs

when EEOC reinvestigates charges already investigated by State and local

fair employment practices agencies.

We have embarked on a plan to totally integrate the FEPC deferral

system with our charge processing systems. EEOC's district offices are

now reviewing resolutions from fair employment practices agencies (FEPC's)

under the same standards that apply to the new EEOC charge processing

procedures If a resolution is unacceptable, we will still re-investigate

it. However, the new standards focus on a resolution of a charge of

individual harm. Where in the past we frequently rejected FEPC resolutions

simply because "like and related" or "class" issues were not treated,

we now accept tose olutions. This substantially increases the acceptance

rate of FEPC resolutions. An improvement in the acceptance rate of FEPC

resolutions is one of the goals of EEOC. We would nope to rapidly reach

a point where only "spot checks" would be necessary to assure that the

FEP agencies are applying agreed upon standards. District office offLAals

can effect that goal through improved coordination and working relationships

with FEPC's.
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Improved coordination is expected to result from the work-sharing

agreements now being negotiated with FEPC's. We now have work-sharing

agreements with 42 of the 70 funded FEPC's, and we anticipate that double

investigations can be to+Jii., avoided wherever there is a work-sharing

agreement. Under a vwork-sharlng agreement, agencies decide in advance

what proportion of the joint inventory each will process. These agreements

specifically define the categories of charges which go into making up each

agency's share, categorizing by, for example, respondent or geographical

area.

Finally, a FEP/EEOC Task Force is currently at work planning a

naetionwide, integrated charge processing partnership. Specific proposals

to eliminate lack of communication, conflict and the absence of technical

assistance will be made in the near future and after a process of review

will be presented to a conference of FEP agencies.

An FEP questionnaire now awaiting GAO approval will provide the

EEOC with data to use in the piograin planning that underlies our FEPC/

EEOC partnership.

CHAPTER 3

EFFORTS TO COORDINATE OR CONSOLIDATE

1. Coordination Memorandums Nc.t Fully Implemented

a. Youi report states that tie most recent, 1974, Memorandum of

Understanding between EEOC and OFCPF still is not being fully implemented.

It is true that the memorandum has not been implemented as fully as it
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could be. To some extent implementation has been delayed pending court

determinations in several jurisdictions. A suit to have the memorandum

declared invalid (Reynolds Metal Company v. Brown) has reached the U.S.

Supreme Court on a petition for certiorari filed by the respondent this Term.

But operating problems are being cleared up, and we can soon count on the

memorandum to eliminate some duplicatory data gathering. As the EEOC

reforms become fully operational and as the EEOC Systemic Program is

increasingly coordinated with the Contract Compliance Program and as

the OFCCP absorbs the compliance units from the various agencies, the

elimination of operating problems will accelerate. As this happens the

memorandum of understanding will become valuable to both programs.

2. Coordinating Council has been ineffective.

a. Your report indicates that the Equal Employment Coordinating Council

established in 1972 has not been effective. The report cites the Council's

attempt to develop testing and selection guidelines as an example of the

Council's inability to establish uniformity and eliminate conflicts.

[See GAO note, p. 68.]

I believe that the fundamental problem with the Council was that it

attempted to accomplish action as a "corporate" body. Each agency was

thus permitted to s :'e out its "turf" interest and, for many reasons found

it appropriate to do so.
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Immediately after assuming the chair at EEOC, I initiated action

directly with the staff of each agency having a vital interest in the "Em-

ployee Selection Guidelines' . The approach was a "one-on-one" relation

with each agency. No attempt was made to bring the "corporate" body of

the Council into the process. Within 6 months this one-on-one approach

achieved agreement on gui(3elJnes that had stymied the Council (as a

corporate entity) for more than 3 years.

The four agencies have resolved their differences on the employee

selection guidelines and in the fall of 1977 circulated a proposed set of

uniform guidelines for comment. After further revisions, the proposed

uniform guidelines were published in the Federal Register on December 30,

1977 for notice and comment. A joint public hearing will be held on

April 10, 1978 to focus on the key issues identified by the comments

received; a final se of uniform guidelines is to be issued soon after.

EEOC believes that the areas of agreement between the agencies on

guideline issues were substantially greater than the areas of disagreement.

The Pres'ilent's reorganization plan recogn:.zes the flaw in the

"Council" concept and assigns the coordinating role to EEOC:. I intend

to continue the approach used in tne case of testing and selection guide-

lines and am confident that wie can begin immediately to achieve the

purposes for which the Council was created in 1972.

[See GAO note, . 68.1

I agree with the Pre-

sident's Plan to transfer LEOCC functions to a single, unifying agency.
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STA;:-AE.FDS FOR SELE-CTIOE C-' SUBJECTS FCR

SYSTEMIC DISCRIMIIATION PROCEEDINGS

On July 20, 1977, the Commission authorized the

establishment of a program intended to address systemic

practices of employers and others which discriminate

against minorities and women. On September 21, 1977, the

Commission authorized and directed the establishment of the

Office of Systemic Programs in Headquarters.

The objectives of systemic proceedings shall be to

eliminate discriminatory patterns and practices and assure that

employment systems operate fairly; eliminate the effects of

prior discrimination and obtain for members of the affected

class the specific relief to which they are entitled under

Title VII.

The Commission hereby approves the following standards

for the selection of subjects for systemic inquiry. It shall

be sufficient for the Commission to institute a systemic

proceeding that a respondent meet one of the standards for

4election. These standards are for internal guidance in the

exercise of administrative discretion and do not create rights on

the part of any person who may become a subject of a systemic

proceeding, or any obligation on the part of the Commission to

proceed against any particular person. These standards do not

foreclose the Commission from instituting systemic proceedings
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-nst ..:., ..lcyer or c~.er persons subject to T'tle

VII whose ats or practices are such that a systeric proceel-

ing will ?£'etua;e the pu:'j3s-s of Title VII.

1. Employers or other persons subject to Title VII who

czntivnue in effect policies and practices which re-

sult in low utilization of available minorities

and women despite the clear obligation in Title

VII to fairly recruit, hire and promote such

persons.

2. Employers or oher persons subject to Title VII who

employ available minorities and women at a substantially

lower rate than other employers in the same labor

market who employ persons with the same general

level of skills.

3. Employers or other persons subject to Title VII who

employ substantial numbers of minorities and women,

but employ them at significantly lower rates in higher

paid ob categories.

4. Employers or other persons subject to Title VII who

maintain specific recruitment, hiring, ob assignment,

promotion, discharge, and other policies and practices

relating to the terms and conditions of employment

that have an adverse impact on minorities and women,

and ae not ustified by business necessity. Such
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policies and practices may include, but are not

limited to, those prohibited in Commisiron Guidelines

on Sex Discrimination, 29 C.F.R. 604; Religious

Discrimination, 29 C.F.R. 1605; National Origin

Discrimination, 29 C.F.R. 1606 and the Guidelines

on Employee Selection Procedures, 29 C.F.R. 1607,

and other guidelines as they may be adopted and

amended from time to time.

5. Employers or others subject to Title VIi whose

employment practices have had the effect of restrict-

ing or excluding available minorities and women from

significant employment opportunities, and who are

likely to be used as models for other employers

because of such factors as the number of their em-

ployees, their impact on the local economy, or their

competitive position in the industry.

6. Employers (a) who because of expanding employment

or significant turnover rates, even if the employer's

workforce is stable or in retrenchment, are likely

to have substantial numbers of employment opportu-

nities, and (b) whose practices may not provide

available minorities and women with fair access to

these opportunities.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OPZCS oF TB ASUSTANT SWCETAIY FOt ADbINZSTRATION 1

WASHINGTON, D.C. 21on 4 

April 18, 1978

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Human Resources Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

We have reviewed the Draft Report of the Comptroller General
of the United States entitled "The Government's Major Equal
Employment Opportunity Pograms for the Private Sector Should
be Consolidated."

Our review revealed that there are significant areas in
which the draft reourt can be iproved to make a better con-
tribution to the dialogue on these important questions. The
enclosed comments are addressed to these questions, as well
as some specific matters in the text.

Sincerely,

ED X. CK
sistant ecre-ary for
dministration and Management

Enclosures
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Comments on the
Report of the Comptroller General
of the United States - The
Government's Major Equal Employment
Opportunity Programs for the
Private Sector Should be Consolidated

Part I - Some Considerations Which Seem To Have Received
Insufficient Weight

The reorganization of Federal equal employment opportunity programs
to achieve a unified, coherent Federal structure to combat job
discrimination in all its forms has been, and remains, a matter
of very high priority to President Carter. On February 23, the
President sent to the Congress Reorganization Plan No. 1, which
represents his disposition of the issus raised in your report.
Under the Plan he will issue an Executive Order on October 1, 1978,
to consolidate the contract compliance program into the Department,
and, by 1981, after he has had an opportunity to review the manner
in which both the EEOC and the Labor Department ae ezercising
their new responsibilities, he will determine whether further action
is appropriate. A copy of his Plan is enclosed. See especially
pages three and four.

The interval between 1978 and 1981 is vital to the needs of this
Department and the EEOC to restruptue their programs so hey can
effectively carry out the new responsibilities they acquire under
this Plan, as well as improve the administration of the programs
they formally acquired.

This priod can alsc be used constructively to develop a more
sophisticated dialogue regarding any subsequent steps to
achieve a unified, coherent Federal structure to combat job
discrimination. We believe that your final report would make a
useful contribution toward this dialogue if it were to give more
weight to some of the concepts expressed below. The dialogue
would be fur her advanced if the arguments for and against con-
solidation re presented so as to encourage the independent
judgement o the reader.

Our comments constitute, first, a statement of he distinctive
advantages of the contract compliance program over other Federal
equal employment programs, which might be lost or greatly reduced
with the consolidation your draft report recommends. Although
these important concepts were discussed in substantial detail
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in the Preliminary Report on the Revitalization of the Federal
Contract Compliance Program, published by this Department in
September, 1977, we think insufficient attention to them has
been given in your draft report. Second, we set forth below
responses to some of the arguments advanced in your draft report
regarding the potential consolidation offers to avoid duplica-
tion, conflict, and apparent inconsistency between the administra-
tion of Title VII and the Executive Order.

Distinctive Advantages of the Contract Compliance Program

Three features distinqguish the contract compliance program from
other Federal EEO programs. First, unlike the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which also has jurisdiction over
private employers, the Executive Order Program has the authority
to initiate compliance investigations independently of discrimina-
tion charges. By not relying principally on complaints or other
evidence of potential discrimination to initiate compliance and
enforcement activities, OFCCP concentrates investigative and
enforcement resources on those employers who -- because of size,
location, vacancy rate, higher paying jobs, patterns of employment
of minorities and women and related factors -- are in a position
to make the greatest impact on the employment problems of
minorities and women.

The compliance review process has an added advantage over com-
plaint or charge-oriented procedures in that its primary focus is
on systemic or class-wide employment problems which affect greater
numbers of persons. Too frequently, complaint or charge-initiated
investigations focus on problems which affect individuals, although
substantially the same level of investigative resources is expended
in these pursuits as in investigations of alleged systemic abuses.

The Executive Order contract compliance program is perceived as
having primarily a prospective orientation, ratheL than serving
a remedial purpose as significant as that under Title VII. In
actuality, the obligations of an employer covered by Executive
Order 11246 are contractual and, therefore, not greatly con-
strained in terms of their remedial reach, whether retrospective
or prospective. The E ecutive Order can and does demand a higher
standard of Government contractors than Title VII imposes on
employers generally. 1/

1/ Contractors Ass'n of Estern Pa- v Secretar of Labor,
442 F. 2nd 159 (3rd Cir. 1971), Cer dnied 404 U.S. 854
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It should also be noted that the legal principles developed under

equal employment oppor-tnity laws generally are often used by OFCCP

in enforcing the Executive Order. The principles include procedural

matters (e.g., theories of burden or proof) as well as substantive

matters (e.g., factual patterns or practices which constitute dis-

crimination). At the same time, the Executive Order Program is not

bound by the restrictions found in some of those equal employment laws.

Second, the contract compliance program imposes on Federal con-

tractors an affirmative action Juty which is more extensive in impact

than the obligations to refrain from employment discrimination or to

remedy discrimination uncovered by "pattern and practice" investiga-

tions. Under regulations issued pursuant to Executive Order 11246

that have been in effect since 1971, Federal contractors must:

identify and correct problems of systemic discrimination; evaluate

levels and patterns of employment of minorities and women; establish

goals and timetables to achieve prompt and full employment procedures

which prevent future discrimination.

The affirmative action obligations attach a degree of sustained self

administration to the equal employment requirements of the Executive

Order. The goals and timetables element of the obligations operates

independently of a finding of discrimination. Although a finding

of discrimination is necessary to enforce remedies for affected

class and related forms of systemic discrimination, the preliminary

determination may be arrived at from prescribed data and informa-

tion maintained by the contractor for self analysis and self cor-

rection purposes. This facilitates a more efficient and effective

use of compliance staff and budgetary resources. Further, the

affirmative action goals and timetables requirement, if effectively

administered, leads inevitably toward a reasonable degree of parity

in jobs and income. Maximum attainable progress toward that result

is a principal criterion for determining violations.

A third major advantage inherent in the Executive Order Program is

that its requirements are enforced primarily through administrative

hearings rather than through judicial proceedings. Under adminis-

trative proceedings, decisions are arrived at rather promptly and

efficiently while the judicial process tends to entail costly, time-

consuming (often, multi-year) litigation. An added advantage of the

Order's compliance process is that violations which do not raise

serious and legitimate questions of law or fact are enforceable

outside tne context of formal proceedings through the Government's

ability to require corrective action as a condition of contract

awards.
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Duplication, Conflict and Apparent Inconsistency

Duplication, conflict and apparent inconsistency between the Executive
Order Program and the EEOC occurs in compliance reviews, compliance
investigations, and settlements involving the same contractor/
respondent, and in guidelines and regulations. However, as we will

show below, these problems are inherent in the program differences
and would not be eliminated by consolidation.

The fact that EEOC receives, on an average, some 65,000 charges per
year and maintains a backlog of approximately 128,000 charges virtually
assures a pending Title VII action against a great many contractors
scheduled for a compliance review under Executive Order No. 11246.

For reasons of greater payoff, a compliance review focuses on the
general scope of an employer's employment system and the impact of
that system of minorities and women as classes rather than on
individual issues of apparent discrimination. However, EEOC's mandate
under Title VII is to investigate and seek disposition of charges
of discrimination. According to the Civil Rights Commission's
estimate, 65 percent of such charges allege individual or nonsys-
temic discriminatory practices. Of those which run to systemic
issues, an apparent smaller percentage deal with employers' total
employment systems. This difference in scope inevitably leads to-
ward inconsistent or conflicting compliance determinations an]
settlements in that, by virtue of an individual act of discrimina-
tion, an employer may be in violation of Title VII, although his
system of practices on the whole may not have a disparate effect on
minorities and women. Conversely, a differential impact may be
corrected through conciliation. Thus the apparent inconsistency does
nc_ derive from the separateness of the Executive Order and Title VII
programs, but from the fact that employment discrimination is pro-

duced by both systemic and nonsystemic practices. Additionaliy, a
settlement which corrects one deficiency does not necessarily
resolve the other. This condition prevails whether the sf tlement
is entered into between the employer and EEOC or, between the em-
ployer and the Executive Order agency. For example, a conciliation
agreement to remedy a systemic violation concluded by EEOC does not
purport to resolve pending or future nonsystemic grievances which
may even cover the same practice, e.g., hiring, job assignment,
promotion, etc. This fact is further illustrated by EEOC's and
Labor's operations involving the AT&T settlement, which was arrived
at through consolidated efforts under Title VII, the Executive
Order, and the Equal Pay Act. Although the settlement covered
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virtually every aspect of AT&A's employment system (including
recruitment, hiring, job assignment, transfer, promotion and com-
pensation), the pending individual charges were scheduled for
subsequent investigation and involved the assignment of the
equivalent of 31 investigators for this purpose. In addition,
the number of charges of discrimination increased significantly
after the settlement.

Further, an apparent inconsistency or contradiction which leads to
the bewilderment of client groips and charging parties flows from
a more fundamental problem inherent in Title VII's requirements
for investigation, conciliation, and litigation. Title VII requires
conciliation when investigative findings disclose facts, evidence,
or circumstances which give rise to a reasonable cause to believe'
that a charge is true. 1/ If the Commission is unable to conciliate
a charge, it may either bring a civil action itself against the
respondent, or give notice to the charging party that he/she may
bring such action. 2/ However, the standard required for the
succcessful prosecution of lwsuits by tho litigation arm of the
Commission is that the facts, evidence, and circumstances which
support the finding be suftficiently persuasive to 'convince the
court" that the charge is true. It is for this reason that a
substantial proportion of the charges which fail conciliation are
rejected for litigation due to inadequate evidence. Although the
deficiency is inherent in the legislation, the Commission's Office
of the General Counsel has viewed this also as a human problem:

I believe there is a difference, a human nature
difference, in finding reasonable cause when you
don't have to go to ederal court and finding
reasonable cause when yili have to go to ederal
court if 'ou can't resolve, the matter. 3/

Unl.ke the Department of Labor, which, in administering che Euci
Pay Act, remands a proportion of such cases for further investiga-
tion in an ;attempt to make them more suitable for lit-ration, EEOC
pursues the option in Section 706 (f)(i) of issuing a "right to
sue" notice to the charging party who must seek redress on his or
her own behalf.

1/ Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended (42 U.S.C.
2000 et seq.) Section 706 (b).

2/ Ibid, Section 705 (f)(l).
3/ Staff Report, p. 35- citing testimony of EEOC General Counsel

William Carey before the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities,
September 1974.
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. . . litigation centers do not return charges
for further investigation. They may suggest the
type of evidence which would be usefu; in future
investigation of the same respondent. 1/

The obvious contradiction or confusion occurs when the charging
party, often without means for private litigation or, being un-
successful in persuading an attorney to take the case, learns that
an Executive Order agency has determined the employer to be in
compliance on the basis of an acceptable affirm.ative action com-
pliance program or conciliation agreement. Charging parties and
client groups simply fail to understand how one arm of the Govern-
ment has determined an employer to be in violation while another
finds the same employer in compliance with its equal employment
obligations. Yet the same apparent contradiction would exist
under a consolidated program.

Another form f inconsistency between the two programs occurs in
compliance reviews, investigations and settlements involving
affected class and related forms of systemic discrimination. An
Executive Order compliance review may often fail to ferret out a
systemic problem, while a subsequent and duplicate Title VII ir-
vestigation may uncover such a violation (or vice v-sa). T;e
inevitable result is a conflicting compliance determination.
This problem stems from the failure of EEOC, Justice, and OFCCP
to develop standards of investigation, proof and remedy for their
own individual guidance as well as for the purpose of assuring
interchAngable compliance decisions on issues for which EEOC law
is largely settled.

The final arra i which inconsistency occurs is between certain
of EEO's guidelines and OFCCP's regulations and orders. While
EEOC's guidelines are given deference to the extent that they

constitute a body of experience and informed judgement co
which courts and litigators may properly resort to for guidance",

1/ The Federal Enforcement Effort--1974, p. 517 citing a
letter from EEOC Chairman, Lowell Perry, to John A. Buggs,
Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 6,
1976.
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they do not have the force and effect of law. 1/ Consequently,
on "frontier" issues, OFCCP must await successful litiqation of
EEOC's guidelines prior to incorporating them in its regulations
and orders for enforcement purposes. 2/ This would also hold
true if the two organizations are merged.

II. Some Specific Problems With the Text of the Draft Report

1. Problems with Compliance Agencies

GAO quite properly noted many of the problems stemming from com-
pliance agency overlap and inconsistent interpretation of regtla-
lations from agency to agency. We feel that the consolidation f
the compliance agencies into the Department of Labor will obviate
these problems, and moves to accomplish that objective have
already commenced with the President's Reorganization Message of
February 23, 1978.

[See GAO note, p. 89.1

1/ Gilbert vs. General Electric, 45 LW 4035 (1976) citing
Skimore v. Swift and , 723 U.S. 134, 140 1944).

2/ ine .. Commission o:Zivi) Rights has expressed a
contrary view. In its Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--
1974, p. 665, the Commission recommended: "OFCCP should
adopt the Guidelines on Sex Discrimination of the Equal
Empioymen; Opportunity Commission." In Gilbert v.
General Electric, hoever, the U.S. Supreme Court
overturred a provision of those guidelines which would
require that employer policies guaranteeing benefits to
other temporary disabilities be extended to pregnancy
as a temporary disability.
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[See GAO note.]

4. GAO's Research Approach

Beginning on page 11 and continuing throughout the report there is
a discussion of data gathered from a random ample of contractors,
which clearly provided critically important evidence to support the
draft report. Appendix III provides some information on the sample
selection and te purpose of a nationwide questionnaire survey of
Federal contractors conducted in the preparation of this report.
The draft report, however, does not provide sufficient explanations
of the research approach to allow for an independent assessment of
the usefulness of this evidence. [See GAO note.]

In addition, there was no explana-
tion of how the adequacy of the sample size was determined.

[See GAO note.]

GAO note: Deleted comments refer to material contained in
the draft report which has been revised or not
included in the final report.
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

REVIEW JF E.E.O. AGENCIES DUPLICATION OF EFFORT: 

SURVEY OF CONTRACTOR FACILITIES

INSTRUCTIONS Bc assured that your responses will be treated with the
strictest of confidence. The information you provide will

The General Accounting Offi-c is a independent estab- be used only to research and evaluate the Equal Employ-
lishment responsible to the Congress for reviewing and ment Opportunity Programs, and not to make determina-
reporting on the programs and activities of Federal depart- tions about individual people or contractor facilities. Your
ments and agencies. This questionnaire is ntended to name and the name of your company Vil not appear in the
provide an opportunity for employers to comment on their report to be based on this study. In fact, access to the
experiences and problems in complying with EqowlEmploy- addressee information will be liinted to the few people
ment Opportunity (EEO) regulations issued by different responsible for verifying the data base. r urttermore, once
Federal agencies and State/local agencies. Consider State/ verified (in about a month or two), all addressee and other
lo-.ai agencies to include Fair E .lployment Practice Comn identifying information will be disassociated from your
missions, Human Rights Commissions, etc. We are concern- responses. Since no idc,otifiable records will be maintained,
ed with programs administered by the Equal Employment no one will be able to tell how you or anyon: else respond-
Opportunity Commission, The Deoartment of Labor, and ed, no matter what the reason. Your responses will be
its compliance agencies, which enforce non-discrmination forever anonymous.
based on race, sex, color, creeo, and national origin. Specif-
ically, we want to ( identify employers who were Please enclose your completed questionnaire in the self-
reviewed/investigated by more than one EEO agency and addressed envelope and return it within seven days after
(2) assess the added burdens which may or may not result receiving this questionnaire. We are most grateful for your
from different agencies reviewing the samc contractor cooperation, for we cannot make a meaningful report to
facility. The questionnaire is an important pfrt of our the US. Congress without your assistance and partigipation.
review. The survey results will be analyzed and reported to
the Congress along with the other findings in our review.

This questionnaire is designed to be answered b the
director of personnel, te EEO officer, or other olfficials
responsible for the contractor facility's Equal Employment
Opportunity practices. A. CONTRACTOR FACILITY INFORMATICN

This questior.naire will take approximately 45 minutes 1. Name(s) Phone. _
to complete. In answering, you certainly may seek assistance (of peon(s) conmpleting form)
or consensus from key staff or assistants on certain matters
as you wish. Position Title(s)

Government records indicate that your contractor faci- 2. Name
lity location underwent a Federal Contract Compliaitce (of contractor facility
Review. In completing this questionnaire please answer
only for the business activity that was subject to this review. Mailing Addre s
Your business activity might be an office, manufacturing
activity, function o service, a warehouse, or central admin-
istrative offce, etc., at this contractor facility location. City State Zip Code
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THIS PAGE IS
INTENTIONALLY BIANK

(so that the front pae and all identifyini mformntton
can be dumehd from the questionnaire)

GAO note: After this questionnaire was designed, it was
decided to exclde contractors reviewed bv the
Department of the interior from our study because
Interior did not have regional offices located
in any of the three States covered by our review.

-2-
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3. WVh was the total number of employees on the ayoll 6. For the period 1-1-74 through 12-31-76, estimate the
for this Contractor Facility Location for the dates listed number of times you were reviewed by DCASR, GSA,
below? (Write the numbers in the spaces provided.) ERDA, or Interior. (For eauh agency. write the number

of times re viewed. )
I) As of 31 December 1974

2) As of 31 December 1975 I Number of Times Reviewed

3) As of3! December 1976 i1-1-74 1-1-75 1-1-76
to to to

12-31-74 12-31-75 12-31-76

B. EXTENT OF REVIEW/INVESTIGATION (1) (2) (3)

I) DCASR
In the next two questions, we want to determine whether 2) GSA

you have been reviewed/investigated for Equal Employment 3) ERDA
Opport,,nity compliance by any of the four Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Program (OFCCP) .c es 4) Interior
listed below [Defense Contract Administrative Services
Region (DCASR), General Servi:es Administration (GSA), 7. For the same period 1-1-74 through 12-31-76, estimate
Energy Research m-d Development Administration (ERDA), the number of times yu; were investigated by EEOC or
Department of the Interior (rterior)J and by :: e Equal State or local agencies. (For each agency, write the
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) or State/ numbers in the spaces pro'ided. 
local agencies.

Number of Time Investigted
4. Has your Contractor Facility been reviewed for equal

employment opportunity compliance by any of the 1-1-74 1-1-75 1-1-76to to to
four agencies shown below, during the period 1-1-74 12-31-74 12-31-75 12-31-76
through 12-31-76? Check "yes" or "no" for each (1) (2) (3)
agency.) 1) EEOC _

Reviewed 2) State/local

OFCCP Cmpiane Agency Yes No 

I) Defense Contract Administrative Services
Region (DCASR, C. TECHNIQUES AND FOCUS

2) General Service: Administration (GSA)
3) Energy Research and Development 8. In general, what was the primary method of contact

Administr tion (ERDA) used by each of the agencies to review!investigate your
4) Department of Interior (Interior) facility? (Check one for each atency.)

On site Written Question- Telephone
5. During the period 1-1-74 through 12-31-76, has your nsits iniries naies

Contractor Facility been investigated as the result of a (1) (2) (3) (4)
complaint or follow-up, by the Federal Equal Employ- 0 1i DCASR
mcnt Opportunity Commission (EEOC) anl/or any F 2) GSA
State/local agency? (Check "yes"or "no': C 3) ERDA

) Interior

) - Yes P 5) EEOC

2) [] No 6) State/local

If "yes" to any part of question 4 ad "yes" to question
5, continue. Otherwise, STOP. Do not continue. Return the
uncompleted form in the self-ddeed envelope within 7
days after receivi the questionnae.

392
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9. Which of the following technimques have been used in reviewing/investigating your Contractor Facility by each of
the agenciies lsted below? Chc-- those appropriate for each agency.)

Techniques Used
Records On-site Upper or Analysis of Operating Interviews limited Other
review obsertvtions middle employee personnel to those

Agencies management statistics interviews concerned with
interviews an incident

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1)
i) DCASR

2) GSA

3) ERDA

4) Interior

5) EEOC

6) State/local agencies

10. How often, if at all, was each of the following techniques used by agencies reviewing your facility? (Check one box
for each item.)

Rarely if ever Sometimes As often as not Generally Almost always
Techniques or always

(1) (2) (3) 14) (5)
1) Review of recordr

2) On-site observations
3) Upper or middle manme;aent interviews

4) Analtyb of employee tatistltc

5) Openrati personnel interviews

6) Interviews llmited to those concernrd with an ir cidet _

7; Othr (specify)

II. Consider the discrimination investigations conducted by. (1) the EEOC and (2) the St:te or local agencies during
the three year period between I January 1974 and 3J l)ecember 1976. Which of the following best expresses the
primary focus of these Equal Ermployment Opportunity (EEO) investigations? Check one box for each ime
period for each ency, for a toid of six boxes.)

Agencki
EEOC State/Loal

1-1-74 1-1-75 1-1-76 1-1-74 1-1-75 1-1-76Primary Focus ofEEOC end State/Lcel o t to to to to to to
lnvesatigatons 12-31-74 12-31-75 12-31-76 12-31-74 12-31-75 12-31-76

(1) (2) (3) (5) (6)
I) Resolving the individual chirpfe

2) Expanding beyond the inadvidual charge
into other EEO matters

3) Expanding beyond the individual charge
into full-scale review of the facility's
entire EEO posture

4) Not pplicable during the time period

5) Other (Please specify)

-4-
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D. OVERLAP IN REVIEW/INVESTIGATION 14. Continue to consider the time peric I January 1974
through 31 December 1976. To what extent, if at all,

The following questions are directed toward identifying did you experience overlap in Equal Employment
and determining the extent to which your facility was sub- Opportunity areas such as hiring, promotion, termina-
jected to overlap in review/investigation by Federal orState/ tion, compensation, testing, layoffs, transfers, or
local employment opportunity agencies. Consider review/ fringe benefits? (Check one for each urea.)
investigation for discrimination in areas such as the follow-
ing: hiring, promotion, termination, compensation, testing,
layoffs, transfers, and fringe benefits. Again, investigation ,
would be by the EEOC and/or the State/local agency, and
review would be by DCASR, GSA, ERDA, or Interior. ' 4 g . . .
12. During the period 1-1-74 through 12-31-76, were there" ^ .

instances who e essentially the same areas (hiring, etc.) 1) _ _ i
reviewed or investigated by one agency were over- 2 P _ _
lapped in subsequent investigations or reviews by 2) rootIon
aiother agency? (Check one. J 3) Termination

4) Compentior
I) 0 Yes (Continue.) 5) Testing

2) E] No (Gao to IS.) 6) tayoff
7) Transfer

13. Consider the possibilities for overlapping review/ 8) Fringbnefit_
investigation by the four compliance agencies, EEOC, 9) Oter (pecfy)
and the State/local agencies, as listed below. How often
did the following types of overlapping review/investiga-
tion occur? (Check one for each possibility. 1Sa. During the period 1-1-74 to 12-31-76, to what extent,

if at all, have any informational/paperwork require-
NeverW Once Twice Three Morethn ments (such as E-l forms, written Affirmative

lnvesr'taion/Revw times three times Action Plan (AAP), rogress reports, workforce data,
Actity (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) etc.Y imposed by the different Equal Employment

) EEOC and Opportunity agencies (EEOC, compliance agencies, and
compliance agency State/local agencies) been duplicative, and/or incon-
overlapped _ sistent, i.e., same basic data requested i different

2) State/local agency format by different EEO agencies? (Check one.)
and a compliance
agency overlapped I Little or no extent

2) 0 To a small extent

) EOC oerlppd - - - 3) 0 To a moderate extent

State/local agency 4) [ To a large extent

5) 0 To a very large extent

4) Compliance agency 6) 0 Not zpplcable
ovedapped, between
agencies or within 15b. If you checked either to a "Large" or "Very Large"
one agency extent, please provide a brief but illustrative example,

if possible. (Wte in the space below.)

Comments (15b):
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16. To what extent, if at all, have the administrative, 20. Duing this same period I Inuay 1974 throug 31
procedural, staff support. and other requiemets December 1976, did you reach any predetermination
imposed on you by the different Federal and State/ settlements or conciliation agreements with EEOC, orlocal gencies been a burden? (Ceck one box for each were consent decrees imposed on you by a court or in
irae.) connection with an EEOC investiation? Ceck one.)

_I - ~~~1) Q Yes (Cer^%ue.)
- Illa 2) Q No (Goto 23.)

Adstiv or -I .I 21. Did any of the above EEOC settlements, agreeents,
_Proedurmalt i: or decrees impose requirements on -e sme EEO reaRequirements - covered under your Affirmative Action Plan (AAP)

exit oodufene d prepared for your .:omphnce agency? (CAck one.)
2) Top m eaapnmrt 1) 0 Yee (Cth.)

) q- for eF _ _ 2) No ( .to23.)3) Raquest for spm
and mapphs
I a) n ns fog _-- I _ _ 22. Compare EEOC requirements da,-' 'i - f ¢maitive
tecntcai uand cerical Action Plan prepared for your comphance cy thUrvicesr respect to meetng goals and timetables, and other .e-

S) Othe (y) quireannts. Considcr only the rees covered by both_ the EEOC requirements and the AAP.
17. If you checked ither to a "Lare" or "Very Le I Did EEOC require a commitment to goas andextent," please povide a brief but illurtrative ex- timetabls? (CAeckon .j

ample for each svhi check, if possible. (W the I) Yes (C et .)
#'a'eebebw./I)- Yes (Ctie.)

2) 0 No (Go to .)
2 If y ere these EEOC cmmitments either

moc ifficult, less difficult, or simhilr to those of
your AAP? (Check one

I) Less difficult
2) Cj Similar to

3) More difficult
3 To what extent, if at all. did EEOC require you to18, Again, consider the time period 1-1-74 through 12-31- recommit yourself to the AAP? (CAk one.)

76, and your Affirmative Action Plan prepared for yor I) No commitments required
compliance agency. rave you experienced a situation
where EEC. or your State/local agencies have used 2) 0 A general commitment to the AAP
data from your Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) to 3) 0 A reconunitment to specific parts of thesupport the claim that discrimination has occurred? AAP
Check one.) 4) A recommitment to the entire AAP
I) Yes (Contue.) 4 Did EEOC require a commitment to other require-
2) No (Go to 20.) ments that were in addition to those specified in

your AAP? Cserk one.)19. if yes, please give a brief but illustrative example, I) Yes
if possible.

2) [] No (Go to 23.)
If yes, please identify these requirement if possi-
ble, in the space below.
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23. Consider wbethet there were itanceq where discrimination charges investigated by a State/local aency were re-
investigated by the Fede-ul EEOC. How often did reinvestigations occur, and were the findins dimlut or different?
(Check one box for eatr- itrer.;

(1) Never (2) Once (3) More than once

I) Sim .dings

2) Difofeert o dinp 

3! 4 fireyu . iLf r ad difc tent P nnin _

E. I[ ONSiSTENCIES

24. To what extent, hve yu experienced (from I January 1974 t¢ulg 31 Decembcr 1976), if at all, the ncon
sinencis dscribed below? (Chc~ o box for eoh Item.)

Uttle of 4 To a una To a mm van To aikw Toavry
cxet extnt extent xbr t *tpo

(1) (2) (3; (4) (5s)

I) Empioyment pmc , e, htr , co.tlen, m qwation,
found to be unceta by EEOC or a Ste ., ' c. -
nidon, even thouh comptiance '4 c hd r d your
emnploymen prctiem, found you in compince, nd
approved your Affirmative Action Pinm

2) Other mutanc. of employmnt practim eaptble to one

pocy but umccptmblb to anothe

3) Instaree wheme mplymeat ptic, etc. accptble to n

mency in one re#n are uacceptable to the swne ancy in
anothe regon

4) Instamnta '.m-re practic acptbl to one invetigtor/
reviewer within an agecy unacceptable to another
investiptor/reviewer in the mine aency?

5) Lac of uniformity in date oolectio

6. Lack of uniformity in form, format procedurers

7) Other (peirfy

25. Briefly describe the major inconsistencies in the items you hecked as occurrith to a Large" or "Very Vrgle"
extent, if possible.
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26. When investigators or reviewers make a request that 30. Of these, estimate the percer. expended iii reviews!
you feel is unreasonable, to what extent, if at all, have investigations that were overlapping. Again, estimate
you been able to induce them to modify their posi- time spent by the second agency. (Write the percent-
tion? (Check one for each agency. ages in the space provided. or check "No basis to

judge. "}

F-r - | v 1) _ Stat da)s ir overlap activity
B £I~j t c; B E8ec2) r No basis to judge

I a ; Z G. OTHER EEO PROGRAMS

l) DCASP 31. The questions we have asked so far have dealt with two
Government programs which cover discrimination

_ -G against people on the basi; of race, sex, creed, color,
3) ERDA and national origin. The ovenment does ha'- other
i. nlaterr _ programs that cover discrirninatio, as appiea to the

S) EEOC __hundcapped, aged, veterans, Viet Nam veteran. an
6) Sutllocal - j programs that require equal pay for equal work. Has

- - - your facility experienced any overlap or inconsistencies
in reviews or procedures or in requests for paperwork,

F. ESTIMATE OF STAFF DAYS data, Affirmative Action Plans, or other additional or

unique efforts for these programs? (Check "yes" or
I-, the following questions, we are interested in the " no

number of staff days occasioned by reviewinve_:igationa.
We aso want to know whether these staff days were spent 1 1) Yes (Continue.)
on reviews/investigations hat overlapped. 2) No (Go to 33.)

2 fir "yes" indicate the area of program overlap by
27. Estimate the number of staff day r xpended by your checking the appropriate matrix box.)

facility on equal employment opportunit;, reviews/
investigations conducted between I January 1974
through 31 December 1976. Write the figure in the
space prviadd.) 0 

28 Of theadayste the percent exnded in reviews Handicapped

28 Of these, estimate the percent expended in reviews/ I) Handicapped
investigations that were overlapping. Estimate only for 2) _
the secord agency, that s, if agency A conducted a 3) Veterans
review, and agency B'n investigation activity overlapped 4) Viet Nam
part of A 'areview effort, estimate time spent by your veerarns
facility in connection with agency B's effort. (Write the ) Eual p rfo .
percentages in the sce provided.) u' p.k _

% * Staff days in overlap activity 32. .:s,. !, please provide illustrative examples of those

situs 2.1s you consider are very burdensome.
29. Now eimate the number ef staff days expended by

the various agency/commission personnel on-site in
conducting reviews/investigntions between I January
1974 through 31 December 1976.(Write the fures in
the space provided, or check "No bans to judge. ")

1) -Staff days

2) C No basis to judge

-8 
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H. AGENCIES AND AGENCY PERSONNEL

33. In the fellowing questions, you are asked to evaluate
the competency of the agency personnel who have re-
viewed/investigated your facility.

1vJ Regardless of the adequacies or inadeqtacies, how
m In general, how adequate or nadequate were each supportive and cooperative, o not, are the agency

of the agency representatives in each of the following personnel with reviewing and investigating personnel
areas? (Indicate your answer by checking one box for from other agencies? (Indicate your answer by check-
each row and column.) ing one box for each row and column.)

1) Stays with fac or 
saue (s defmd

2) K-o" the w 

and ppropriate I_ . 11 DC.4AS
3) Understands job 2) GSA

atasis and job

clambw~icafionX _ 3) ERDAcksifcation

4) Understands how 4) Interior
to review and/or 5) EEOC
ianve te 6) St telouatl

5) Understands your
job structure,
poliies and
procedures

If you checked "marginal" or "inadequate" or "very
inadeqete," in any of the above, continue. Othevise,
.o to W.

m Which agencies provided marginal or inadequate per-
formance? (Check only those that apply.)

Ij j 4 

I) DCAS,

2) GSA
3) ERDA

4) Interior

5) EEOC

6) State/local

Be me to trn pae.

-9-
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34. The following are some possible alternatives for organ
izing equal employment oppoltunity reviews of your
facility. Consider each, and indicate the degree to
which you oppose or support the particuiar altemative.
(Check one box fo each iten.)

_ _ _ _ n % 1. CONCLUSION
1) Piant dtuaton

with sevt Feeral 36. This questionnaire is being used to obtain data from
_c_ Sua l I many differernt kinds of contractor facilities through-

I_______________ …… - out the country. It cannot provide information in the
2) Preent Federal same depth as that obtained in a personal interview or

spndes but no
Ste/bo con- through narrative responses. Therefore, if you feel that

umance nes there are issues which need further clarification, please

3) Present OFCCP … feel free to comment on them here or attach an ddi-
Agencas and State/ tienal sheet. Any further information you can ive us
local compliance will be greatly appreciated.
agnies _

4) EOC and the
State/ocal aencies

5) A ewly created
Fe4is a ncy and

6) Prn O FCCP
anls (only) 

*) EEOC (onb)
8) A newly created

Federal agency
(oly)

9) Ste/local (only)
10) Other (seft)

35. If you checked "Strongly oppose" or "Strongly
support" for any of the alternatives in question 34,
please explain why you strongly oppo or support
the particula alternative.

__________~~5 I-

(20946)
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